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CHECK POINT
Gisborne Hospital has stepped up precautions after
the Government’s declaration of Covid-19 alert level
2. Security guard William Ngarangione and others will
check a visitor’s recent travel history and ensure they
are at the hospital for an appropriate reason. Visitors
will only be allowed to enter the hospital through
the Emergency Department and the main entrance.
Visitors should be healthy and not displaying
symptoms such as a fever, cough, sore throat,
sneezing or runny nose. Each patient is only allowed
one visitor. The precautions have been introduced to
protect staff and vulnerable patients.
STORY ON PAGE 3
Picture by Liam Clayton

PM’S PLEA
“Today I am announcing a four-stage
Covid-19 Alert Level system, with
GISBORNE and the rest of New
escalating restrictions on human contact,
Zealand are at Covid-19 Alert Level
travel and business operations,” said the
2, shutting down a host of face-to-face
Prime Minister.
services as the Government asks over 70s
“Based on expert medical advice and
to reduce human contact to help stop the international evidence, I am moving New
spread of the coronavirus.
Zealand to Alert Level 2, Reduce Contact.
Gisborne District Council customer
This will have a significant disruption on
services — including parking warden and how we go about our daily lives, but it is
City Watch duties — Gisborne retirement necessary to protect lives.
homes, dental practices, fire stations
“People over 70 years of age, or people
across the district and Gisborne Hospital who are immunocompromised or have
are all affected and implementing stricter certain pre-existing conditions, need to
visitor practices.
stay at home as much as they can from
Visitors were barred from Leighton
now on.
House resthome in Gisborne over the
“I’m asking everyone to support our
weekend, after the Government increased older New Zealanders by doing things
efforts to slow any Covid-19 outbreak.
like keeping in contact with them and
Those restrictions include asking
dropping off food or other supplies.
those over 70 or with underlying health
“I am also asking businesses and
conditions to self-isolate, as outlined in a workplaces to play their part. Many
television address from Prime Minister
workplaces already have plans for
Jacinda Ardern on Saturday.
staff to work from home or to distance
TOMORROW
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‘Reduce contact’
alert stage to
protect over-70s

themselves in the workplace. We are now
asking you to put those plans in place.
“Health and emergency professionals,
transport and delivery staff, supermarket
and food production workers, and other
essential people will be continuing on at
their place of work at this alert level.
“It’s also important to note that at
every alert level, supermarkets around
New Zealand will remain open.
“We are also asking New Zealanders
to limit all non-essential domestic travel.
We need people to significantly reduce
the number of interactions they have
at this time and that includes visiting
people in different parts of the country
for non-essential reasons.
“These measures are being taken in
the national interest. We know people,
business, and sports events will be
impacted, but these are short-term
disruptions for the overall health of our
people and country.
“I know many New Zealanders are
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anxious. The alert system is designed to
offer certainty around future action and
the ability for people to plan and prepare
for any future eventuality. Please be
strong, be kind, and unite against Covid19.”
In announcing their closure to visitors,
Leighton House director Andrew Sheard
acknowledged the importance of visits
“for our residents and their loved ones”.
“Closing our doors is not a step we take
lightly. However, preventing the spread of
Covid-19 has to take priority.”
Advice for a new process around visits
would be available later today.
Ryman Healthcare spokesman David
King said visitor restrictions, including
compulsory temperature checks and
having a security guard on the gates
had already been in place at the Kiri Te
Kanawa retirement village, but it would
now step up additional support services
for independent residents.
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JOY TO OUR WORLD
Special group who bring out unity of love, caring
by Sophie Rishworth
KOBE Williams is 11 and a Year 7 student at
Campion School.
He lives at Wainui, loves the sea, is a great
body surfer, has two siblings who adore him and
is joyful, loving and kind.
On Saturday, people all over the world wore
“lots of socks” to support people like Kobe, who
was born with an extra chromosome.
Saturday was World Down Syndrome Day, and
the 2020 campaign theme was “Lots of Socks —
the brighter the better”.
Among the aims of the day is to help change
negative attitudes towards those with disabilities,
encourage celebration of the lives and
achievements of people with Down Syndrome
and become a more inclusive society where all
people feel valued, respected and equal.
Kobe’s parents, Daniel and Rachael Williams,
found out he had Down Syndrome when Rachael
was 21 weeks pregnant.
Rachael said she felt pressure from medical
professionals to terminate her pregnancy and
the family were given three “horrendous” days to
decide.
By the end of those days, Rachael was “100
percent sure” they would not terminate.
Kobe enjoys dancing, music, books, playing on
the tramp, movies, building things and — most of
all — hugs.
When he started at Campion College this year
with two other special needs children it had a
really positive impact at the school, said Rachael,
who is a teacher at Campion.
“When you bring someone in who needs more
care it brings out a gentle, caring side to people.”
Gisborne boy Michael Fraser started at
Campion the same day as Kobe.
His mum, Elmari, found out 10 days before he
was born that he had Down Syndrome.
She said it was a blessing to have a child like
Michael.
Elmari believes having students with special
needs enhances the school culture.
“It teaches people compassion and tolerance
of people with disabilities in a loving way.
“I grew up in South Africa and children with
special needs were sent to a special place and
you never saw them, so it is amazing for me to
have my boy in a normal school with normal
children.
“It’s very special, I would never change it.”
Kobe’s grandfather David Langford was
Awapuni School principal while Kobe was there.
He was one of many students with special
needs because David was a staunch advocate on
their behalf.
David knows the difference these children
make to every student at the school.
It makes them kinder because there is usually
someone in each class who has to be looked out
for, waited for, or helped with something, he says.
“The contribution of joy and compassion Kobe
has made to our broader family and friends has
been well beyond our expectations.”
David says Kobe brings out a unity of love
and caring that in the normal course of life is not
often experienced.
Which is why when the Abortion Legislation
Bill passed its third reading and abortion was
decriminalised, they were all devastated.
“For a nation to support the abortion of Down

HAPPY
FAMILY: Kobe
(left), Indy and
Asher Williams
share a laugh
in this family
photo. Kobe
has Down
Syndrome and
Saturday was
World Down
Syndrome
Day. The
worldwide
theme was
“Lots of
Socks — the
brighter the
better”, which
encouraged
people to
wear all sorts
of socks, take
part in sockthemed events
and share the
fun on social
media.
Picture
supplied

Syndrome children demeans and devalues the
worth of every Down Syndrome person,” says
David. “This is a tragedy of enormous ethical
proportions.”
Rachael says it is not a fair decision to place
on an expectant mother. She wants a greater
focus on how the medical profession support the
wellbeing of mothers-to-be with consideration
to the adverse outcomes abortion can have on
psychological wellbeing.
“I believe that choosing to have an abortion
would have been extremely detrimental to my
mental health and wellbeing.
“I felt completely devastated and overwhelmed
by the enormity of the decision whether to
terminate my child’s life or not.”
Rachael, sister-in-law Corry-Ann and David all
wrote submissions against the bill. Theirs were
three of 25,000 public submissions made “that
were never heard”.
Rachael says she and her family want people
to know of the joy Kobe brings to their lives and
how having special needs people in our society
makes people kinder as a community.
“At 28 years old, my husband and I were
awaiting our much-anticipated first child. At
21 weeks gestation we found out our baby had
Down Syndrome. It remains the most devastating
day of my life. It is hard to communicate the
feeling of loss other than to say it felt like our
baby had died.
“My husband and I had never contemplated
anything other than a healthy baby, had never
discussed the risk of disability and were unaware
of each other’s beliefs regarding abortion.
“I was torn between my beliefs about abortion,
my love for the baby kicking in my tummy, my
fears for my baby’s wellbeing, my fear of not
being able to care for a child with a disability and

wanting to include my husband in the decision
and respecting his wishes. It was a horrendous
three days in which we discussed the future of
our child. By the end of the three days and a lot
of research on my behalf to find out as much
as I could about Down Syndrome . . . I was 100
percent sure I would not terminate my child’s life.
“It has always upset me that my initial visit
with the obstetrician involved a list of the worst
possible health consequences for a child with
Down Syndrome and the burden of deciding
whether my child would live or die.
“The obstetrician made it clear it was my
decision alone because it was my body. What a
huge responsibility for a women to carry.
“Imagine the obstetrician giving a mother-tobe any worst-case scenario for their child, such
as he/she may become a drug addict, murder
someone and live his life behind bars, then
require the mother-to-be to decide whether to let
her child live or die.”
Daniel wrote a poignant post on Facebook a
couple of years ago.
“I don’t share many things but this is close to
my heart. Yes I was upset, scared, depressed and
thought of a way out. We had advice about the
so-called burden on us and society.
“Rach’s faith helped to make the decision to
continue and bring Kobe into the world.
“I’m telling anyone facing this extremely
difficult decision that Kobe is the best thing to
happen to us. He is happy, loving, caring, and
brings us joy every day. He gives us challenges
for sure but doesn’t every kid?
“I discovered I didn’t truly know love until
having our boy — the kind of love where I would
not hesitate to give my life for. A burden on
society he is not; a burden on us he will never
be. He is a great son, grandchild, nephew and big

LOOKING AHEAD

‘A BLESSING’: That is how Michael
Fraser’s mother Elmari describes him.
She believes having students with
special needs enhances school culture.
Picture supplied
brother to our other two kids.
“I am not telling people what to do but just
providing real-life advice.
“I give thanks every day that we continued and
know when I lie on my death bed he will be my
biggest achievement in life.”
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One visitor per patient at Gisborne Hospital
Tairawhiti.
“Our response to Covid-19 has
PATIENTS are only allowed
been increased across Gisborne
one visitor each as Gisborne
Hospital. We have introduced
Hospital responds to the Covida one person per patient visitor
19 pandemic.
policy and have closed off all but
“We have made changes to help two entrances to the hospital for
protect our vulnerable patients
the public.
and our staff,” said Hauora
“The two entrances —
Tairawhiti director of nursing
Emergency Department/
Serita Karauria.“We have made
Outpatients and the main ward
changes to help protect our
entrance — will be manned by
vulnerable patients and our
a staff member, who will doublestaff.“
check travel history and the
The changes in response to
reason for coming to the hospital
Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern’s before people can enter, says Mrs
announcement that New Zealand Karauria.
is at Covid-19 Alert Level 2.
“Entrance to Puawai Aroha
There have been no cases
(maternity) Te Whare Awhiora
of Covid-19 confirmed in Te
(mental health) and Tui Te Ora

FROM PAGE 1

will be provided by staff.
“We are in the ‘keep it
out, stamp it out’ phase — a
necessary step to protect our
patients and our staff so that we
can continue to focus on providing
care,” said Hauora Tairawhiti
chief executive Jim Green.
The changes include —
■ One visitor per patient.
■ Visiting is permitted from
2pm-4pm and 6pm-8pm only.
■ No children under 16 to come
to the hospital to visit.
■ No visitors to patients in
isolation
■ Emergency Department
— one support person only to
accompany people presenting to
ED

GDC’s emergency
centre activated
GISBORNE District
Council is ready to support
the community through the
Covid-19 epidemic, says
chief executive Nedine
Thatcher Swann.
She has activated the
Emergency Coordination
Centre to support Hauora
Tairawhiti as the situation
escalates.
As of yet, there are no
confirmed cases of Covid19 in the Tairawhiti region.
“We have solid plans
in place to ensure our
community is supported
but we need people to
continue to follow the
Ministry of Health,” she
said.
She encourages people
to stay home when sick;
keep a distance of at least
a metre from others; wash
your hands, don’t touch
your face; look after each
other and be kind.
“There is so much
uncertainty at this time,
and it is up to us to pull
together to make sure we
come through it the best
way we can.
“I want to reassure you

that we are taking every
step we can to slow the
spread of this virus.
“Tairawhiti’s ECC is
run by the council’s civil
defence and is in place to
help Hauora Tairawhiti.
Civil defence manager
Wiremu Tamati says his
team has been closely
watching the situation
and have the training and
resources to step up to
support the community.
“We will work with the
Hauora Tairawhiti to funnel
welfare assistance to those
who need help.
“Once we have a better
idea of what our community
needs, that approach will be
broadened.”
Council group controller
Dave Wilson is encouraging
people to keep calm but
prepare for the long haul.
“I will be overseeing
the operations of the ECC
to ensure we are well
coordinated and have
the resources in place to
deal with this fast-moving
situation.”
For more information, go
to www.covid19.govt.nz

Council’s non-essential
services scaled down
PLEASE Take care of
yourself.
That was the message last
night from Gisborne Mayor
Rehette Stoltz as she spoke
on her now daily Covid-19
update video on the council’s
Facebook page.
Mrs Stoltz said the council
would comply with Covid19 level 2 precautions as
established by the Prime
Minister and look after its
staff.
Essential council services
such as wastewater and
water would “be all go”.
Non-essential services
would be scaled down.
Services closures are —
Customer services at
the council’s main office in
Fitzherbert Street and Te
Puia Springs; the Taruheru
Cemetery office; City Watch
office in Bright Street; HB
Williams Memorial Library;
Olympic Pool Complex.

Parking wardens and City
Watch teams will also cease
operation..
Environmental health and
animal control officers are
limiting their public contact.
A decision on public
conveniences will be made
today.
Those who wish to pay
a bill can go to the council
website or pay by internet
banking.
Those who have accounts
due and are unable to pay
because of the closure of
counter services should
contact customer service by
email or phone.
For people who have
outstanding fines, “we will be
lenient”.
There will be no penalties
for late payments.
People are encouraged to
access all council services
through the website www.
gdc.govt.nz or 0800 653 800.

■ Neonatal Baby Unit —
parents only visiting
■ Outpatient appointments
(including Oncology) — one
support person per patient.
■ No children under 16 to visit
the hospital.
Clinical Nurse Managers
and Duty Managers can assess
requests on a case-by-case basis.
For example, exceptions will
be considered on compassionate
grounds for end of life care.
If unsure, call the hospital on
(06) 869 0500 to be transferred to
the ward where your loved one is
staying.
Mrs Karauria stressed that
anyone visiting someone at the
hospital must be well and not

displaying any symptoms such as
fever, cough, sore throat, sneezing
or a runny nose.
Anyone who is required to be
in self-isolation should stay home
and call ahead to their GP or
Healthline 0800 358 5453 if they
are worried about their health.
“Now, more than ever, we need
people to unite and do the right
thing.
“We need our health workforce
to be well and we need everyone
in our community to follow this
important advice and make
responsible choices.”
■ THE Hauora Tairawhiti board
meeting for tomorrow will be held via
Skype .

SPREADING KINDNESS: After

a heavy week of Covid-19 news, three Wairoa men
reacted with a an act of kindness . . . toilet paper
giveaways. GK Singh (middle) — the Wairoa Mobil
petrol station manager and owner of the pizza shop
Hungry Mates — Sam Singh (right) and Rahul Sharma
set up a stall outside Wairoa’s Mobil station. They
had boxes of toilet paper, as well as soaps and hand
sanitisers all for free. “Especially for the elderly who
are really in need of this, and may not be able to go to
the supermarket,” said GK. Gisborne man Steve Clark,
who works in Wairoa, said everyone was buzzing about
what they were doing. “It just goes to show how one
act of kindness can spread through the community.
They hoped people would pick up on it and start doing
random acts of kindness as well.” The giveaways
amounted to 2000 toilet paper rolls, 1500 liquid hand
soaps, as well as hand sanitizers, wet wipes, tissue
paper and gloves. “We did some home deliveries to
those who were unable to come out and gave away
some of the stuff to the local age care associations,”
said GK. “Hopefully, this little effort would have helped
those in need.”
Picture by Steve Clark

Protecting whanau
Providing flu jabs, sanitiser packs, firewood, food parcels
TE Runanganui o Ngati Porou
has outlined its steps to protect the
vulnerable and help contain the
spread of Covid-19 in its people and
throughout Tairawhiti.
TRONP chairman Selwyn Parata
spoke in a Youtube video posted
yesterday to explain what Ngati Porou
are doing to help whanau across the
East Coast.
Ngati Porou started providing flu
jabs to pakeke (elders) and people
with chronic conditions last week.
Up to 2000 sanitiser and
disinfectant packs will be delivered to
whanau across Tairawhiti. Firewood
and warm clothing will be distributed
to those in high need and food parcels
will be distributed to pakeke.
“There have been no confirmed
cases of covid-19 in the Tairawhiti
but we should all take sensible
precautions to keep our whanau,
neighbours and workmates safe from
infection,” Mr Parata said.
“Ngati Porou Hauora are one of
the groups providing flu jabs ahead
of the coming winter. This began on
Thursday on the East Coast with
priority being given to pakeke and
people with chronic conditions.”
The jab is available by appointment
at local hauora (health) clinics.
“It is important this is done by
appointment as it helps limit the
amount of people in the clinic at any
one time, so it helps reduce the spread
of infections.
“Ngati Porou Hauora will also
arrange for home visits of pakeke
unable to travel to their local clinic,
or who may be ill and susceptible to
infection if they leave home.
“We need to be mindful our hauora
staff are working at the frontline so

we all must make sure we are keeping
them as safe as possible so they can
carry out their response work for
what may be many months to come.
“The flu jab is not an antidote for
Covid-19 but it will fight against
normal flu and therefore keep people’s
immune systems strong in case they
come into contact with Covid-19.
“Without the jab they will be much
more vulnerable against the effects of
Covid-19.
“If you are experiencing flu
symptoms, shortness of breathe or
coughing, then ring the covid-19
Helpline at 0800 358 5453.
“The Helpline might then book
you an appointment to get tested for
Covid-19. There is a testing station at
the Te Puia Springs Hospital and also
in Gisborne. But you must have an
appointment from the helpline or your
doctor before going there. This is to
make sure that there is enough of the
test kits for those who need them, as
well as making sure the hauora staff
can manage the amount of people
they have at the hospital.”
Mr Parata provided an update on
social services being offered.
“We are shifting our focus from the
downturn in forestry jobs to helping
whanau through the risk of Covid19 in the coming winter. We will still
have Whanau Ora navigate assisting
our forestry workers to connect with
Government wage subsidies and new
job opportunities in the region. But
our wider social services teams will be
assigned practical measures we can
offer.
“We will have packs of sanitisers
and disinfectants for up to 2000
whanau. Each pack should last a
household of up to five members for

about a month.
“We will be organising firewood
and warm clothing for distribution to
those in high need. Details are being
worked out but we aim to have that
up and running within the next two
weeks.
“We will be organising food parcels
and a process of distribution to our
pakeke.
“Government have advised pakeke
70-years-plus not to travel so we need
to have steps in place to organise
their shopping and/or drop off kai
parcels to them until things return to
normal.
“If you are in a position to keep an
eye on pakeke or your neighbour, then
do so. But do it in a way that keeps
you and them safe from the spread of
infection and illness.
“There has been a lot said on social
media about closing the state highway
in and out of Ngati Porou.
“I understand the concerns that
underline those proposals and for
other iwi I respect they will be going
through their own consultation
processes with police and local
authorities informing their position.
“My understanding is, however,
the only organisation with powers
to conduct or authorise closures or
checkpoints on the state highways
are New Zealand Police, New Zealand
Transport Authority and the local
council.
“I expect if that step is ever taken it
will be done with the proper authority
under law and the proper expertise
and hazard equipment to keep people
safe from the road and keep people
safe from passing on an infection.
“For now we must do what is asked
of us.”

4 NEWS
FAMILY NOTICES

Deaths
CAHILL, Richard
Edward (Dick). — On
Friday 20th March
2020, passed away
peacefully, at Gisborne
Hospital, aged 84 years.
Loved Uncle of Ruth,
Susan, Ian and families.
A private cremation
has been held with a
memorial service to
follow at a later date.
- Evans Funeral
Service Ltd FDANZ
www.evansfuneral.co.nz
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Deaths
RICKARD, Martyn
Prince. — 5.11.40 20.3.20. Passed peacefully at home surrounded by his family, wife
Glennis,
daughter
Aileen and sons Frank
and Lionel. Due to
current circumstances a
private service will be
held with a celebration
of Prince’s life to be
held at a later date.
Livestream of Prince’s
service will be available
at 11am, on
www.
evansfuneral.co.nz
The family would like
to thank the team at
Hospice Tairawhiti for
their care and compassion towards Prince.
In lieu of flowers,
donations can be made
to Hospice Tairawhiti
and may be sent to C/Private
Bag
7001,
Gisborne 4040.
- Evans Funeral
Service Ltd FDANZ

ALL FOR ONE: Participants celebrate finishing the annual
Gisborne to Tolaga Bay Jogging for Logging relay run.
Picture supplied

Show of unity
Clubs adjust and strength
www.evansfuneral.co.nz

to limits on
premises
by Matai O’Connor

PRECAUTIONARY measures are being taken
by the Cossie and Tatapouri fishing clubs to
prevent the spread of germs.
Gisborne Cosmopolitan Club is monitoring
how many people are in each area of its large
Grey Street building.
Gisborne Tatapouri Sports Fishing Club
is adhering to the Government’s banning of
indoor gatherings of over 99 people and will
not promote any events at its inner harbour
premises.
Cossie Club manager Debbie Light said the
club had placed hand sanitisers at each entrance
and in every bathroom, and there were signs up
about how to stop the spread of the Covid-19
coronavirus.
In regards to the restrictions on numbers, Ms
Light said there were many different areas in the
Cossie Club so they were able to have numbers
of people in each area.
They monitored the areas and if there were
more than 100 people in one area, the number
would be reduced by shifting people to another
different area.
The members’ prize draws will continue as
there is a dividing wall that can be used in that
room.
“We have had many people calling to check if
the draw is still on,” said Ms Light.
She said the club would remain open as
long as possible depending on Government
restrictions.
“We are reminding everyone to keep their
personal hygiene up, be aware and make sure
to clean surfaces. I am sure we will have a good
shot at getting through this situation.”
The fishing club has also put in precautionary
measures.
A club Facebook page post noted the Ministry
of Health advice about restrictions of 99 people,
and that they were required to record the names
and contact details of those using the club.
“The GTSFC will not be promoting any events
and Wednesday and Friday night members draws
are suspended.
“The club will be open and new procedures are
in place. The Shark Bar is locked and not in use
and we will be recording your entry and exit of
the club.”
Club president Roger Faber said the measures
were in place because it enabled them to keep
the club open to members.
“We have to work within the Government’s
guidelines,” he said.
“It’s a constantly changing situation that
we are monitoring regularly and making any
changes we have to.”
Some tables had also been removed to ensure
social distancing protocol was followed.

by Andrew Ashton

5km and 7km and older ones
running 2km legs.
GISBORNE loggers have put on
“We left at 6am and we got to
a display of “unity and strength” as
Tolaga Bay just before 12 midday.”
the industry faces harsh challenges
Eastland Wood Council chief
with the coronavirus outbreak.
executive Kim Holland said the event
About 40 people turned out
was a humbling experience.
on Saturday to take part in the
“Jogging For Logging is an
second annual Jogging for Logging awesome kaupapa that brings our
relay run, taking turns to run from
forestry whanau together, focussing
Eastland Port to Tolaga Bay wharf
on hau ora — the health and
to promote health and well-being in
wellbeing of the whole person. It’s
forestry.
not just about the physical training
“It was absolutely awesome, one
and the run, it’s about people and
of the best days of my life,” organiser their whanau being together, sharing
Wade Brunt said.
and supporting each other in this
“Everyone was in good spirits.
tough time.
Some of the guys are on reduced
“Each journey is not just an
hours and we know a lot of people
individual one but a collective
are out of work in the industry
one, which is the strength of the
but we just ran to show unity and
programme. It was great to have the
strength during this tough time.
partners and children involved too,
“I’m really proud of all the runners and everyone participated at their
who gave their best on the day. They own level.
all achieved personal bests in their
“Wade is an inspiration for his
running. Some of the guys ran 10km fellow forestry whanau and Jogging
straight. They just pumped out all the For Logging is more important than
massive hills on the way.”
ever as we focus on the health and
One runner managed to cover
wellbeing of our people.
35km.
“Health and safety in the forest
The event was run as a relay with industry is vitally important for
younger runners running between
the safety of our people at work,

A DAY FOR ALL AGES: Organiser Wade Brunt and his
children Lillian and Rehua were among the 40 runners of all
ages who took part in Saturday’s Jogging for Logging relay
run.
Picture by Paul Rickard
but health is even more important,
because if our workers are healthy
and well, then they will be able to do

their jobs better, and safely, and the
effects flow on to their partners and
children.”

Weekly gatherings cancelled for now
lockdown to public entry, as a precaution.
Area fire commander Charlie Turei has
issued this advice for people needing
“We’re trying to think of everything we to interact with Fire and Emergency in
can to keep residents connected while
Gisborne.
meeting the government requirements,”
“The 111 system should always be used
Mr King said.
in the case of an emergency,” he said.
Village centres would perform the role
“The region’s firefighters are taking
of “mother ship” to provide support.
steps to minimise the risk to themselves
“Residents can call us there for
and family, while maintaining the
anything they need.”
ability to respond with their crew, where
Sunshine Service has cut down its
required.
operation to just one bus, limited to pick“As an essential service, we are always
ups and drop-offs at doctor appointments keeping up with the most current advice,
and the hospital.
but will respond to emergencies as
Sunshine Service manager Ross
usual,” he said.
Thomson said he made the call after the
“Permits for fires can still be obtained
Prime Minister advised all people aged
online by using checkitsalright.nz and
70 and over to remain at home.
fire safety advice can be obtained by
“We wanted to be responsible for our
viewing fireandemergency.nz or by
community,” he said.
ringing the Gisborne Fire Station on 867
“A lot of organisations which run
9039.
social meetings for the elderly have
Dental practices in New Zealand were
cancelled weekly gatherings, including
advised last night by the Ministry of
the Sherwood Club run by Alzheimers
Health and the Dental Council of New
Gisborne/Tairawhiti. It has also cancelled Zealand to refrain from providing all nonits street appeal and a pop-up shop which essential and elective dental care.
was to run alongside that.”
A Facebook statement from Amber
All Tairawhiti fire stations, the
Dental said the practice would continue
Tairawhiti area office of Fire and
to provide emergency dental care but
Emergency NZ and the front counter
would abide by the Ministry and the
at the Gisborne Fire Station are on
council’s recommendations of what

FROM PAGE 1

constitutes an emergency.
“We are currently being advised to only
see patients with dental injuries from an
accident, prolonged bleeding and severe
pain or infection that cannot be managed
by medication first. If you have an
appointment with us that does not fit the
recommendations, we will unfortunately
have to reschedule your appointment
and will be in touch to do so. You are also
welcome to contact the practice.”
The Rotary Club of Gisborne has
stopped meetings until further notice and
Gisborne Bridge Club has cancelled all
bridge sessions, also until further notice.
Alzheimers Gisborne/Tairawhiti
manager Tracy Robinson said it was
very disappointing to have to cancel
their street appeal that was to be held
this Friday, but people could still make a
donation. The bank account number is 03
0638 0375936 00.
“While the day-care facility at
the hospital has been closed for the
timebeing, our office is staying open, as
long as we are able, to provide phone
support. We will also maintain an email
support where possible.
“We are working with caterer Black Fig
for the supply and delivery of food parcels
at a very reasonable cost to our clients
and their families.”
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How to
self-isolate
if you’re 70+
If you’re over 70 years of age, you should stay at home
(self-isolate) as a precaution. It’s a good idea to organise
a plan of action by reaching out to family, friends and
neighbours.

Continue enjoying physical exercise – like gardening
– and ensure you have a good supply of food and
medication. As a helping hand, the Government has
doubled the Winter Energy Payment.

For more advice go to Covid19.govt.nz

How to
support
anyone 70+
It’s really important that we all support people aged 70+ in our
communities during this challenging time. Here are a few suggestions:
1. Stay at least 1 metre away.

5. Ofer to pick up supplies and medicine.

2. Wave or nod instead of shaking hands.

6. Ofer to help them connect in ways other
than in person, like video chat.

3. Keep visits short (under 15 minutes).
4. Talk to neighbours over the fence.

7. Send videos or pictures of children
rather than taking them to visit in person.

For more suggestions go to Covid19.govt.nz
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Military may
be called to
ensure public
remain safe
WELLINGTON — Outgoing Police
Commissioner Mike Bush says the
military would be called on if needed
to ensure the public follow the
Government restrictions in response to
the coronavirus pandemic.
Bush would lead the Government’s
operational response to Covid-19.
He told Newstalk ZB’s Mike Hosking
his role included heading an operational
command centre and structures and
working with chief executives to assign
roles and responsibilities.
Bush said he would work with the
health sector and there could also be a
need for Civil Defence.

‘

People need to listen to the
advice that is given, listen to the
rules that are laid down.

’

—Police Commissioner Mike Bush
As for panic buying, and would the
police or army end up involved, he said:
“I could very shortly see a place where
the police, hopefully not the defence, are
complementing what we do to ensure
that people do comply.
“If people aren’t proscribing to what’s
being directed, we will definitely be
intervening . . . People need to listen
to the advice that is given, listen to
the rules that are laid down — it is all
about saving people’s lives.”
The new operational centre would be
based in Wellington’s Lambton Quay at
the evidence based policing centre.
It can house 70 officials and would be
operational today.
Other pillars of the response would
remain at the Ministry of Health.
As of this morning, 66 people have
been confirmed with the virus in New
Zealand.
However, this would be updated at a
press conference with the Ministry of
Health early this afternoon.
— NZ Herald
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Govt allocates $56m
to Maori communities
large family group, would be developed
and assessment centres would be set up
WELLINGTON — The Government
in Maori communities.
has earmarked more than $56 million
“We are also redirecting an extra $15m
to support Maori communities and
to Whanau Ora commissioning agencies.
businesses feeling the economic impacts
“They can reach into our communities
of the Covid-19 pandemic.
and help our most vulnerable whanau,”
The bulk of that money, about $30
Henare said.
million, has been made available for
Meanwhile, Employment Minister
targeted health funding.
Willie Jackson has asked officials
A further $10m is for whanau Maori
to change some of the terms of the
community outreach and $15m would go
Government’s employment and skills
towards Whanau Ora to reach into Maori
programme, He Poutama Rangatahi, to
Peeni Henare
Willie Jackson
communities.
help with the Covid-19 response.
And $1m has been made available to
“I have asked officials to vary the
provide Maori businesses with advice
Henare said it was not enough to
contracts for these programmes, to
and planning tools to tackle the economic simply rely on Maori to engage with the
enable over 2000 young people to work
effects of the virus.
health system.
alongside Maori health providers and
Associate Health and Whanau Ora
Instead, he said, “We must engage
Whanau Ora Navigators, to deliver
Minister Peeni Henare said many
with our people, in their neighbourhoods, important community and health
elements of the Government’s $12.1
communities and homes”.
services to Maori, particularly our kuia,
billion economic support package,
The $30m in targeted funding would go kaumatua and those already isolated,”
announced last week, would help many
towards Maori health providers, Whanau Jackson said.
Maori across the country.
Ora agencies and iwi, the minister said.
Henare says this tailored package
“But as Maori ministers we know there
The money would be spent on
would provide the additional help needed
are specific challenges for Maori that
providing financial support for Maori
to support Maori communities and
require a specific response,” Henare said. provider networks to enable them to
businesses through the Covid-19 crisis.
“We know that we need to help our
meet increased demand, as well as
“Times like these can be incredibly
people and provide targeted support
backfilling extra workforce needs.
stressful so it is important that we make
to Maori businesses and help our
Guidelines to help Maori prepare for
manaakitanga and kotahitanga the
vulnerable Maori communities.”
self-isolation, particularly as part of a
centre of our response.”

by Jason Walls — NZ Herald

Restaurant staff hunt down rule-breaking pilot
by Luke Kirkness, NZ Herald
AUCKLAND — A pilot who refused to selfisolate was tracked down by staff from an
Auckland waterfront restaurant to a nearby bar.
The pilot and his crew allegedly arrived in the
country from a global coronavirus hotspot but
were not interested in following self-isolation
rules.
The pilot flew into New Zealand on Saturday
and refused to co-operate with HeadQuarters
staff when trying to enter, before fleeing the
establishment.
Staff from HeadQuarters, owned by Leo
Molloy, were sent out to track down him down —

he was found 20 minutes later in a Princes Wharf
restaurant.
“When (name amended) was cornered by
a 135kg Tongan he suddenly became very
co-operative and told us the full story”, Molloy
said on social media.
The man told the restaurant he and his crew
did not care to follow the rules and they were
leaving Auckland on Tuesday, “so who cares”.
The proper authorities, including police, had
been contacted by HQ about the incident, the
social media post also said.
Molloy told the NZ Herald on Friday he had
been turning away people aged over 70 as they
were deemed to be at critical risk of the virus.

Molloy and his staff had started taking
“bold initiatives” including checking people’s
passports on entry.
“One man was 89 and was not happy about it.”
They were also turning away dozens of
tourists who had been in the country for less
than a week and refused to self-isolate.
The Government last Sunday announced all
international travellers arriving into New Zealand
were required by law to self-isolate for 14 days.
On Friday, HeadQuarters had turned away 17
tourists, Molloy said.
Molloy added that he had started sending
photographs of the passports to the Ministry of
Health.

Four cases linked to Queenstown conference
QUEENSTOWN — An international
conference linked to four Covid-19 cases
and held in Queenstown last week
happened before the enormity of the
crisis was apparent, Queenstown Lakes
Mayor Jim Boult says.
The four cases, two overseas visitors,
an Auckland man and another New
Zealander, were confirmed by the
Ministry of Health yesterday.
They were attending the World
Hereford Conference, held from
March 9-13, and largely hosted at the
Millennium Hotel.
About 480 people from 18 countries
were at the conference; several stayed on
for a five-day South Island tour, and some
are known to have visited Wanaka and
gone to the town’s A&P show.
The Ministry of Health yesterday asked
all conference attendees to self-isolate.
“I think this conference was under way
before the enormity of what we have got
on our plate now became apparent,” Boult
said.
“Clearly, if it was going to happen
now it would be cancelled but this was
probably the last major event in the town
that went ahead before the reality of the
situation became clear.”
Southern health officials were last
night tracing contacts of the four
confirmed cases. The Auckland man is
known to have visited Palmerston and
attended church there, a development
which had resulted in members of the

church congregation being advised to selfisolate.
Boult said he had faith health
authorities would track down anyone who
might have been exposed to the virus at
the event.
“What this does is it confirms that we
and the Government are doing the right
things by asking people not to attend
functions, not to gather in numbers and
to just generally isolate as much as they
can.”
Hereford Association Council president
Colin Corney, of Ohaupo, near Hamilton,
confirmed two New Zealanders and one
of the 20-strong Uruguay contingent at
the conference had tested positive for
Covid-19.
Corney, who along with other delegates
is now at home in isolation, said the
conference was held at a time when the
number of Covid-19 cases was small
and all advice had been to continue. The
case from Uruguay had already returned
home, but had attended the Wanaka A&P
Show, he said.
Show event manager Jane Stalker
confirmed conference organisers alerted
the show that two, possibly three,
conference delegates who tested positive
for Covid-19 attended the show on Friday,
March 13.
The Southern District Health Board
told the show people who attended that
day might be regarded as a “casual”
rather than “close” contact.

MANAGING CONTACTS: Four cases of Covid-19, two New Zealanders and two
overseas visitors, have been linked to the World Hereford Conference.
File picture
“At this point, the Wanaka A&P Show
has not been contacted by the Ministry of
Health for contact tracing,” she said.
Wanaka recorded its first Covid-19 case
yesterday, a man returned from travelling
overseas. He had been in self-isolation
since arriving home last Wednesday, Mr

Boult said.
“We had already activated the Wanaka
Incident Control Centre from our
Ardmore St office, and they are working
closely with the district-wide council
emergency management team.”
— Otago Daily Times
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Bars heaving despite distancing rules
WELLINGTON — Hundreds of
partygoers ignored the Government’s
advice and crowded into Wellington
bars on Saturday night with no social
distancing in sight.
Just hours after Prime Minister
Jacinda Ardern confirmed the country
was on a level two alert and urged
people to work from home and keep
a safe two metre distance from each
other, young revellers took to bars
around the country.
Photos have emerged of young
people queuing up outside popular hot
spots in Courtenay Place in Wellington

on Saturday night standing shoulder-toshoulder.
A member of the public said he
took the photos to show that social
distancing was not working at all at
open bars and it was a big risk.
Hospitality Association of New
Zealand chief executive Julie White said
both customers and staff needed to do
their part and people needed time to
digest the new guidelines that would
help them work out how they could
operate amid the restrictions.
The guidelines included
implementing a Covid-19 guest register

of everyone in a venue and undertaking
regular head counts to ensure there
were no more than 100 people inside.
“It was just realised on the busiest
night of the week that people socialise.
I think there needs to be a little bit of
grace for people to go, ‘OK so this is
the new norm’.”
She said there needed to be time to
get the message out. — NZ Herald
CLOSE CONTACT: Social
distancing rules were ignored by
young people hanging out at bars
in Wellington.
Picture supplied

Kiwis taking ‘drastic measures’
Healthcare staff call for Govt to activate level four
by Amelia Wade, NZ Herald
WELLINGTON — Some front-line
health workers are petitioning the
Government to activate Covid-19 alert
level four immediately.
The petition’s author, Dr Kelvin Ward,
said raising the alert to the highest
possible level was the only way for New
Zealand to ensure it survives the virus
with minimal impact.
The petition is calling for:
•Quarantine,notself-isolation,ofall
Covid-19 positive patients
•Extensivetestingandcontacttracing
•Self-isolationofallasymptomatic
contacts
•Mandatorysociallockdown
“If we want to prevent this epidemic
becomingexponential,wehavetotake
some drastic measures,” Ward said.
Ward first created the petition on
Change.org but it amassed more than
40,000 signatures from the public in less
than 24 hours.
There is now a separate letter for
healthcare workers to sign.
Ministry of Health Director-General Dr
Ashley Bloomfield yesterday afternoon
said the alert level was staying at two
because there was still no evidence
of community outbreak, although
two possible cases were still being
investigated.

Alert level two means Covid-19 is
“contained but risk of community
transmission growing” and human
contact must be further reduced — over70s have been told to stay at home and
everyone needs to limit domestic travel.
Ward, who is an urgent care physician,
handed the Change.org petition to
Bloomfield outside the Ministry
of Health in Wellington yesterday
afternoon.

‘

We know that there is a burden
of disease in the community
which has not been detected and
we will not know that burden until
days, or weeks, later.

’

—Dr Kelvin Ward
He said a wide-range of health
professionals had signed the petition,
including urgent care physicians,
intensive care specialists, surgeons,
nurses and pharmacists.
Raising the alert level to four
would mean full lockdown of all nonessential businesses, rationing supplies,
severe travel restrictions and major
reprioritisation of healthcare facilities.
Supermarkets will stay open
regardless of the alert level.

Ward said
community
transmission was
almost inevitable,
but New Zealand
could limit it by
activating alert
level four.
“We know that
there is a burden
of disease in the
community which
has not been
Dr Kelvin Ward
detected and we
will not know that
burden until days,
or weeks, later.”
Ward said there was a lot of evidence
voluntary self-isolation did not work
and referred to the reports of tourists
flouting the rules after coming to New
Zealand.
“All it takes is one contact for it to
potentially spread widely in just a few
weeks.
“Many patients show only minor
symptoms but they can then transmit
the disease to those more vulnerable,
causing unnecessary harm and death.”
Ward said he believed if New Zealand
waited for community transmission
before instigating a lockdown, it would
be too late.
In his speech to media, Ward referred

DoC cancels bookings
to prevent transmission
WELLINGTON — The
Department of Conservation
closed its visitor centres to
the public yesterday, and
from today will cancel all hut
and campsite bookings, says
director-general Lou Sanson.
He said DoC was taking the
action to protect staff, visitors
and tourists and to comply
with the latest Government
moves, announced on Saturday
by Prime Minister Jacinda
Ardern.
The cancellation includes all
Great Walks bookings for the
rest of the season (up to June
30 2020). People will receive a
full refund.
Rangers will visit tracks and
facilities, alerting people about
the changes and checking
people are complying.
The Government has
announced New Zealand is now
at alert level two for Covid19. This means the disease
is contained but the risks
of community transmission
are growing. The Ministry of
Health has provided measures
for New Zealand to follow in
response to the alert level.
“Social distancing is key to

preventing the community
spread of Covid-19. Given the
risk of potential community
transmission, we have decided
to cancel all accommodation
bookings, including Great
Walks,” Sanson said in a
statement.
“We are also temporarily
closing our visitor centres to
the public for the same reason.”
He said staff would still be
able to assist people through
phone calls or emails.
Non-bookable campsites and
remote backcountry huts are
still available but will be closed
if the country moves to alert
level 3.
DoC accommodation cannot
be used for self-isolation.
“Spending time in nature
is great for our mental and
physical wellbeing, and we are
still encouraging people to get
out there — you just have to
follow the latest advice.
“We recommend finding
your own space outside with
walks and activities that take
less than a day, and avoiding
activities that could leave you
reliant on hut use,” Sanson
said. — RNZ

to “Patient 31” in South Korea who
ignored the order to self-isolate and is
believed to be behind a rapid rise in
cases there.
He also said there were religious
leaders who have declared they will stay
open despite the outbreak.
Last week, Destiny Church leader
Brian Tamaki said he would stay open,
but, after the rules on mass gatherings
were introduced, made Sunday’s service
a drive-in one so people could watch from
their cars or from their homes online.
Ward also urged everyone to practise
physical distancing despite the alert
level remaining at two.
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Need for ramping up virus testing
More checks can find community’s hidden cases: scientist
by Jamie Morton, NZ Herald
AUCKLAND — The Government has
been urged to keep ramping up capacity
for testing, which offers one of New
Zealand’s best chances of getting on top
of the contagion while it still can.
Up to the middle of the month, about
500 tests had been done; yesterday, 1200
tests were carried out, compared with
1500 on Friday and 1000 on Thursday.
There has also been a sharp increase
in the number of positive cases in New
Zealand over recent days, jumping from
just a dozen early last week to 66 today.
Dr James Hadfield, a Wanaka-based
phylogeneticist with Seattle’s Bedford
Lab, said that sharp rise shouldn’t
necessarily be seen as a bad thing.
He said 6000 tests worked out
at roughly 1250 per million of New
Zealand’s population; testing in the
United States, which has seen a surge to
nearly 23,000 cases earlier in the month,
had been running around 75 tests per
million population.
“South Korea, while hard to compare
directly with us, has run about 5000 tests
per million of population.”
Hadfield said the outbreak in
Washington state, with more than 1500
cases and more than 83 deaths, had
highlighted why quickly getting a greater
handle on the number of potential cases
was so important.
“What we saw from the experience of
Washington state was that, only once we
started testing more widely did we start
to detect community spread, which is now
very challenging to control.”
With a better testing regime, scientists
were able to use genomics to determine
whether positive tests had come as a

Drive-thru hubs start to pop up
by Emma Russell, NZ Herald
Drive-through hubs set up especially for
testing coronavirus are beginning to roll out in
New Zealand.
Shorecare Northcross, on Auckland’s North
Shore, was selected to become an assessment
centre, swabbing from Saturday, according to
its website.
Visitors were being asked not to leave their
cars on arrival and to follow directions for
traffic management.
“Our staff will take you through a checklist
and if you do fit the criteria, we will register
your details and make a time for you to come to
result of transmissions in the community,
or from new cases introduced from
overseas.
“So without testing with quite a
relaxed case definition and sequencing
the positive cases, we were blinding
ourselves to the extent of community
transmission in Washington.”
Hadfield said volume was also critical.
“The more people we are able to test
in New Zealand the more positives we’ll
find, but the percentage of positive tests
we get back should drop. If we compare
ourselves now with where other countries
are, and given how recently we had our
first case, we’re in a strong position.”
Otago University epidemiologist
Professor Michael Baker said New
Zealand was “almost certain” to have
community transmission of Covid-19.
Baker was aware of one Italian town,
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Asked why many people were still
being declined testing, Bloomfield
said patients needed to meet the case
definition — which was that they should
have a history of overseas travel, or a
close contact with a confirmed, probably
or suspected case, and have symptoms.
“So we shouldn’t be at this point —
and we can’t be — testing everyone
who has symptoms of an upper or lower
respiratory tract infection,” he said.
“It’s important that we test the right
people, and not people who are at low
risk.”
More testing kits have been sourced
from Singapore to ensure New Zealand
had enough capacity and communitybased assessment centres — including
drive-through hubs in Auckland — were
being rolled out around the country.
Bloomfield said it was important lab
workers were getting rest amid the heavy
demand but added this wouldn’t impact
on testing capacity.
“I’m hoping and expecting they will be
giving staff down-time but we are not
expecting delays in testing results.”
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Woolshed Meeting

at Turihaua Station, 24th March 10.30am until noon
809 Whangara Road (SH35) Gisborne
Todd Muller: This Government thinks farming is
‘yesterday’s industry’.

Todd Muller is spokesperson for agriculture, forestry, biosecurity and food
safety – all subjects important to our farming community. He and Anne
look forward to good conversation on Rural life in our district.
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Todd Muller

More testing kits have been
sourced from Singapore to
ensure New Zealand had enough
capacity and community-based
assessment centres.
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Vo, which tested its entire population of
3000, flushed out and isolated around
100 cases, and then stamped out Covid19 in two weeks.
But he felt such an undertaking in
New Zealand would be a “terrible waste
of resources”.
“This isn’t like hepatitis C, where you
can make a case for testing everyone.
In this case, we could prioritise people
with some risk factors, but the key thing
is capturing those people who met the
criteria. Less than two months after the
first cases began popping up outside
China, the basic formula for containing
Covid-19 was now “extremely well
known” to epidemiologists, he said.
“What has transformed our thinking is
that China was able to stop this thing in
full flight.
Other countries that have systems
quite like our own – such as Taiwan and
Singapore — have managed well, too.
So here is the NZ case data I have
been able to find plotted against French
data when shifting the NZ day-axis to
have similar case numbers as of March
21. Still in the noise but highlights that
NZ has a great chance to avoid the worst
with early intervention.
“So that makes me hugely optimistic
that New Zealand can do the same. We
just have to ramp up our capabilities
faster. Time is of the essence, and people
have got to get tested, diagnosed and
isolated very quickly for this to work.”
Baker noted that New Zealand didn’t
have impressive manpower of China,
which was able to deploy more than 1800
separate teams of close contact tracers in
the outbreak’s ground zero of Wuhan.
He has also called for a nationwide
lockdown lasting possibly four weeks,
which would fire a “pulse” to slow the
virus spread.
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an isolated section of our Northcross clinic for
testing,” the centre said on the website.
“You may receive a txt update if your time
changes. You will be directed to the testing
station and our staff will come to your car.
“If you arrive without phoning first, you will
be given these same instructions and directed
away to call and make a time with our team.”
“Please note there will be very limited
parking available due to site constraints.”
The clinic said staff assessing patients were
required to wear a gown, mask, glasses and
gloves. “You may need to explain this to young
children in advance to avoid them getting
frightened.”

“The real prize for New Zealand here
is being able to come out the other end of
this in a post-containment period, where
we have eradicated the virus, and are
mopping up the occasional case.
New Zealand cases have recently
jumped from 5 to 39 in a week. But,
confirmed cases in New Zealand are
almost all from overseas so the current
growth reflects how many people are
arriving with Covid-19, not how it is
spreading in New Zealand.
“The alternative is that we are forced
to go into what’s called a suppression
mode — which we are now seeing in
London, Berlin, and all across Europe —
where they know the health system can’t
cope, so are brutally lowering rates.
“That’s a very tough state to be in
because the only exit strategy is a
vaccine or anti-viral — and that could
take a year to 18 months. We want to be
more like Singapore and Taiwan, and
much less like Europe.”
The Ministry of Health’s DirectorGeneral of Health, Dr Ashley Bloomfield,
has said testing in New Zealand has
increased in line with the number of
people who officials felt needed it, based
on links to travel.
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‘This package is huge’

Air NZ begins
‘painful process’
Reserve Bank begins $30 billion bond buy up of laying off
decided to implement a LSAP
programme of New Zealand
WELLINGTON — The
government bonds. The
Reserve Bank has moved
programme will purchase up
to push interest rates down
to $30 billion of New Zealand
further — by buying up to $30 government bonds, across a
billion in government bonds — range of maturities, in the
New Zealand’s first ever move secondary market over the
to Quantitative Easing (QE).
next 12 months.”
Effectively QE is now the
The move sparked an
RBNZ’s primary tool for
immediate response from New
cutting rates.
Zealand’s biggest bank.
With no room left to cut the
“This package is huge,” said
official cash rate the RBNZ
ANZ economists this morning
is being forced to use QE for
“Our analysis last week
the first time to try and push
flagged the need for purchases
market rates lower.
of $15-20 billion per annum.
The process is also
Our expectations were
SUPPORT ECONOMY: In a surprise move the central bank cut
sometimes dubbed “money
at the top end of market
printing” because it can
expectations, so we expect this New Zealand’s official cash rate (OCR) to 0.25 percent — an alltime low — will be in place for the next 12 months.
File picture
effectively release large
package to have a significant
amounts of cash into the
impact.”
economy.
The RBNZ committee said it which were effective in
the Reserve Bank buys will
It’s primary purpose is to
will monitor the effectiveness
bringing longer-term interest
stay on the balance sheet.
push interest rates lower but
of the programme and make
rates down,” said Westpac
Printing money seemed
may in fact be needed just
adjustments and additions if
chief economist Dominick
to mean different things to
to hold them down as credit
needed.
Stephens.
different people but would be
markets around the world
“This does not change
the equivalent of “handing out
have been under intense
our forecast of a 3.1 percent
IOUs” with nothing behind
pressure after trillions of
decline in GDP. Rather, it was them, he said.
The programme
new government debt was
a necessary step to prevent an
But it “was just another
aims to provide further
unleashed last week.
even worse outcome.”
way of getting cash into the
support to the economy
“The programme aims to
How it works:
economy, using different tool”.
provide further support to
“It means we can use our
With government bonds,
and keep interest rates
the economy, build confidence
money,” said Reserve Bank
the Crown would continue to
on
government
bonds
and keep interest rates on
Governor Adrian Orr, talking
issue debt as usual but the
low.
government bonds low,” the
to the Herald last week.
Reserve Bank would buy in
RBNZ said in a statement.
“We can give our cash to
the secondary market.
— RBNZ
The Monetary Policy
a third party for their asset.
That meant “those banks
Committee (MPC) said this
They’ve now got cash, we’ve
which are holding bonds know
morning it had decided to
“The low OCR, lower longgot the asset on the balance
there is always a buyer in the
implement a Large Scale Asset term interest rates, and
sheet.”
market at a certain price”, Orr
Purchase programme (LSAP)
the fiscal stimulus recently
Those assets in the
said.
of New Zealand government
announced together provide
foreseeable future, would
“The fact that we are there,
bonds.
considerable support to
be government bonds —
buying those, will keep the
“The negative economic
the economy through this
although there are other
interest rate down.”
implications of the coronavirus challenging period.”
assets that can be bought if
New Zealand never had to
outbreak have continued
“At around 10 percent
more unconventional QE is
resort to QE during the 2008
to intensify. The committee
of annual GDP, the
required.
crisis but at that time the
agreed that further monetary
programme is similar in size
The key point is that the
Reserve Bank had head room
stimulus is needed to meet
to the quantitative easing
third party now has cash to
to cut the official cash rate
its inflation and employment
programmes that other
spend. Orr says he doesn’t buy far more deeply — from 8.25
objectives,” the RBNZ said.
countries announced during
the “money printing” analogy,
percent (in June 2008) to just
“The Committee has
the Global Financial Crisis,
primarily because the assets
2.5 percent in April 2009.

by Liam Dann, NZ Herald
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Troubled businesses seek help from banks
by Tamsyn Parker, NZ Herald
WELLINGTON — In just over a week
the number of businesses calling one of
the country’s largest banks has risen
from a dozen to thousands now asking
for help with their financial situation.
Westpac New Zealand chief executive
David McLean said it was moving staff
into different positions and recalling
retired bankers to help it deal with the
sudden increase in those contacting it.
“We are dealing with each one on a
case-by-case basis,” he said.
Most of the businesses seeking
help were in the tourism, retail and
hospitality sectors.
“Those are probably the worst
affected.”
Businesses in those sectors had
literally seen their incomes turned off
as a result of the restrictions around
coronavirus.
McLean said it was turning to its
more experienced bankers to help those
businesses with a range of solutions
which included interest and payment
holidays.
So far the bank had been able to come
up with a way to help those who needed
it.
But McLean predicted there would be
some it would not be able to help.
“To be realistic there will be some.”
He said there were some businesses
that had done okay in the boom time
but were marginal in a slower economic
period.

FINANCIAL PAIN:
According to Westpac
NZ chief executive David
McLean most of the
businesses seeking help
were in the tourism, retail
and hospitality sectors.
File picture
But he said banks were being careful
not to pre-judge those who would not
make it.
“We are erring on the side of caution”
He repeated an earlier call urging any
business owners worried about their
situation to get in touch with their bank.
“Don’t be afraid. It is in a bank’s best
interests to help you through it,” he said.
If there was one key aspect businesses
should look at it was forward cashflows
and what expenses might be able to be
dialled back.
“Talk to your suppliers and see if
they can help out a bit. Look at your
insurance policies.”
McLean said the current situation
felt very different to the global financial
crisis and the 1987 sharemarket crash.

“This feels worse in a way. Then (in the
GFC) the whole financial system seized
up and stopped but here the financial
system has kept going.”
Now the world was facing a rapid
deterioration in the global economy with
countries closing their borders.
“87 also exposed a lot of non-viable
businesses but normal life went on.”
He said the 1918 Spanish flu was
probably the closest to the coronavirus
pandemic.
McLean said banks had contingency
plans in place to ensure the financial
system continued to operate but in the
rare situation that a branch had to shut
he urged people to have contingency
plans in place to make sure they had
internet banking set up.

AUCKLAND — Air New Zealand will this
week start laying off staff to cut the overall
costs of running the business.
Overnight, Air New Zealand chief marketing
and customer officer Mike Tod issued an
update to customers, confirming that the
airline is about to start the “painful process”
of reducing the size of the workforce.
In the note, Tod goes on to make a plea to
New Zealand employers to hire airline staff
who may be looking for work.
“There will be a lot of amazingly talented
people looking for the next career step. If any
of our customers are recruiting for new staff
over the next few months, do keep an eye out
for any applications from people who have
worked at our airline,” he says.
“We hire for a Can-Do attitude and have
developed incredible people through our
learning systems and leadership development
programmes.”
Tod said the airline was working closely
through the process with the four unions
representing over 8000 of Air New Zealand’s
staff. This comes after the airline secured
access to a $900 million loan facility through
the Government.
Last week, Air New Zealand boss Greg
Foran suggested that the airline would still
have to make cuts despite the loan if it was to
weather the crisis.
“Not all airlines are going to survive this,”
he told media on Friday.
Foran said that Air New Zealand has already
seen an 85 percent reduction in revenue
from international flights and as much as 70
percent on the domestic front.
He said overall flight numbers had
decreased from 3600 a week to under 1500.
With new restrictions coming in as the
pandemic evolves, this is only expected to
worsen in the coming weeks.
“You can’t take costs out of your business
quickly enough to counter that,” Foran said.
Last week, Air New Zealand shares sank
by more than a third as investors judged the
Government’s $900m bailout to be too small.
— NZ Herald

Online shoppers
urged to support
small businesses
AUCKLAND — A new website is
giving people the chance to support
small businesses by buying their
artisan goods.
The free to use online farmers
market called Maker2U fast tracked
to launch this week, in order to
connect people and small businesses.
Founder Hamish Hutton said the
non-profit website allowed Kiwi
makers and growers of food, drinks
and other consumables to set up a
store and sell directly to the public.
“All around NZ small businesses
are facing collapsing export orders,
farmers markets being cancelled,
closing of their cellar doors,” he said.
This was “a good way for families
who have to isolate to shop online
directly with boutique manufacturers
around New Zealand.”
There are already more than
150 stores on Maker2u.com and
Maker2uCellar.com. “We are
convinced Maker2u can help Kiwi
families and small businesses in a
significant way during Covid-19. We
see the marketplace as a potential
lifeline for hundreds of small
businesses,” he said.
Unlike some supermarket home
delivery services which have reported
failures to handle large orders, he
said their uniquely built system was
made especially so it would not have
the same issue. “Our mission is to
keep small businesses strong around
NZ so they can keep communities
strong.” — RNZ
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Abortion out of
the Crimes Act
As the first full week of the “new
norm” for New Zealand gets under
way it is interesting to reflect
that the focus on the coronavirus
pandemic and the dramatic
announcements on Saturday
afternoon by Prime Minister Jacinda
Ardern have overshadowed some
significant news.
The most obvious example of this
would be the removal of abortion
from the Crimes Act, which takes
away the only medical procedure
ever included in that legislation.
Abortion has now been made
legal up to the first 20 weeks of
pregnancy and there is provision
for procedures even after that time,
although these require medical
approval.
The final bill passed by 68 votes to
51 which was a higher majority than
seemed likely in the earlier weeks
of the debate, which produced some
fiery exchanges and a rearguard
action that included removing the
sections of the Act that would leave
a safe space around clinics where
protests could not take place.
Abortion has been one of the most
divisive subjects in the country’s
social history, in a battle which
could be oversimplified perhaps
(initially at least) as fervent
feminists up against religious
traditionalists, with neither side
prepared to yield any ground.
Polling has shown for some time
that a majority support abortion
for medical reasons and despite
things like the protest at Parliament,
the opposition does seem to have
softened. None of this is to say
that the issue will go away; antiabortionists will try to undermine
the legislation and continue to
campaign against the termination of
pregnancies.
The other most interesting
development last week was the
escalation in cost of the Pike River
recovery, which had already risen
from $23 million to $36m and has
now had $15m more set aside.
The statement by Cabinet Minister
Andrew Little that there will not now
be an assessment of whether to go
into the mine workings is significant.
Work so far has been in the mine
entrance and will continue to a
rockfall blocking the workings area.
It is the latter area which is
believed to contain the bodies of
the 29 men who died, raising the
fear that this costly exercise will be
fruitless. Against that, a majority
of New Zealanders have strong
sympathy for the miners’ families
and would probably do the same as
they have.
In the meantime it is back to a
dystopian world for the rest of us in
which the motto must be stay calm
and look out for each other.
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Starving this virus the main game

be conducted in a very controlled environment.
The other area of responsibility is reflected
in the vastness of the council infrastructure;
public facilities such as toilets, theatres, meeting
spaces, library, pool etc. All attract public to
A “WHAT’S on in council this
associate in gatherings and often in confined
week” has turned into a what’s
spaces. It is with regret these facilities will be off
not on. The extraordinary nature
limits for some time.
of the crisis is impacting on us
Starving this virus is the main game and the
all and will seemingly do so for
effort is on us all. I am sure I am not alone in the
quite some time.
hope that this phenomenon falls well, well short
The functions of council by their very nature
of its potential. To me, the hardline approach is
have risk factors and responsibilities which
the most sensible and has been accepted by
sent the organisation into high alert and rapid
the council and, it would seem, the New Zealand
responsiveness. Our responsibilities to health
community.
and safety are far-reaching.
While our collective health is the primary focus
Front of mind is our staff. The council building
and concern, we must be aware and proactive in
houses more than 200 people most of the time,
regards to the security of our community in other
and safe distances are not that easily achieved.
facets. I am no economist but fully understand
Doing business remotely is actively being
just how hard this is likely to impact on so many
progressed.
of us; actually, many millions worldwide. That’s
The instructions came through early and
millions of families hugely impacted through no
with clarity; hygiene awareness is critical with
fault other than having been at the stage they are
handwashing and sneezing into one’s elbow
being constantly reinforced messages, as is that at this moment in time.
We take pride in our resilience but the
of staying home if feeling unwell.
unfortunate reality is that the intensifying
Councillors were looking forward to a
financial adversity is going to inflict considerable
three-day trip around our district which will be
re-scheduled. There were meetings scheduled but pain. Hence we, as a region, are grateful to the
government’s recognition and commitment to
only the most vital will go ahead and those will

WHAT’S ON IN COUNCIL
THIS WEEK by councillor
Andy Cranston

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, ONLINE COMMENTS

One has to wonder . . .
Re: Setting up checks at
Hicks Bay, March 21 story.
One has to wonder what is
happening to this country.
How do they intend to get
food to the people? Clearly
they are going to shut down
the East Coast’s economy and
recovery will take twice as
long as the rest of us. Do they
understand that?

What if some of them do get
the Covid-19 virus — they will
never know because they will
be keeping everyone out who
would be needed to test them
and give advice.
Time to get real. We have
some of the best scientists in
the world working on Covid19.
MIKE LALLY, Te Puke

Well done Pak’n’Save
Re: Shut down pokies, let
people prepare — March 21.
Thank you to our local
Pak’n’Save, they closed Lotto

because of more people being
on the premises. Well done.
LIZZ CRAWFORD

Question should be: Do we
want to save native wildlife?
Re: Democratic way to
resolve issue, March 18 letter.
Having experienced animals
poisoned by both 1080 and
tutu, neither is a nice way to
die.
Tutu causes convulsions and
takes hours and in some cases
days to cause death, if a lethal
initial dose is not ingested.
A referendum is an option
but the question to ask is not
if 1080 is acceptable if there
is no viable alternative, but
rather do New Zealanders

want to save their native
wildlife. To ban without
an alternative provides no
solution.
Remember, unlike the rest
of the world, New Zealand
animal life evolved with
no natural ground-based
predators.
It really is a “be damned
if you do, be damned if
you don’t” situation for the
decision-makers.
ALISTAR McKELLOW

Shop normally please
Re: Countdown changes
hours, limits stock — March
21 story.
My concern is I am
retired and unable to walk
due to an accident back in
November last year. I have
since then been so grateful
for the online ordering.
I was back in hospital last
week, came home Thursday.
I did my usual order
online and found the
checkout for online orders is
closed till next Friday.
Today (Saturday) I have
been checking online for
an opening every hour as I
need to place an order, and
so far nothing.
Now due to Covid-19 my
husband and I are in the
group required to stay at
home.
In the past I could do
online and have it the same
day or next; it was my
choice and has never a been
problem.
I understand and really
feel for the stress this
would be for Countdown
management and staff.
I just ask that those able
please do so and allow us
who are unable, and depend
on online shopping, to be
able to shop.
GLENNYS
RUTHERFURD
Thank you Countdown. Hope
Foodstuffs follows your lead.
I have been in this industry

editor@gisborneherald.co.nz
■
■
■
■
■

resource and work with us on the essential
redeployment. We should be proud when a
Minister states of Tairawhiti: “Government were
able to move quickly and help because of the
leadership shown by local government, industry
and iwi — that leadership was critical.” Economic
Development Minster Phil Twyford continued: “It
made it easy for us to support the region.”
It is understood that potential redeployments
may be unsavoury to many but the impacts
of alternatives, especially sudden long-term
unemployment, could be catastrophic. My
unqualified advice is to hang in there. While
nobody can indicate timelines, this trauma will
pass. The aim is to be well-placed to leap well at
the starter’s gun.
I have seen eyes reflecting concern. I have
seen stress-related behaviour. I have seen
shadows of fear. We are in this together and it
is such a time that we need to truly be there for
each other.
“He aroha whakato, he aroha puta mai” — If
kindness is sown, then kindness you will receive.
We are in a time where empathy and
consideration is even more important. We are in
this together and we will get out of it together.
Gisborne is uniquely placed to weather this viral
storm, but we must all respect and follow the key
instructions. Kia Kaha Tairawhiti.

The maximum length for letters is 350 words.
Anyone can write a column, 600 words maximum, but a photo is required.
Always include full name and contact details.
If you use a nom de plume, there is a higher bar for acceptability.
Letters may be edited for clarity, length or legal reasons.

for 27 years and have never
experienced anything like it —
abusive, arrogant and selfish
customers make it very trying
when we are just trying to get
products on the shelves as
quickly as possible.
CHERYL WILSON, Taihape
The public are their
own worst enemy. These
changes have been forced
upon the stores. We have
a pandemic, not a famine.
Why are people so ignorant?
Weekend closures could
happen, then what?
Perhaps a structured
timetable in all suburbs to
stop people from shopping
outside their area may also
be necessary. Bombarding
stores is going to create the
spread. I believe even more
needs to be done. And done
now.
TEENA MURRAY
Manurewa East
I understand this and agree to
a certain degree. But my question
is what about us large families
where x2 products is not going
to feed us all? As I have five
children and two adults living at
home, my normal shop that I do
every week is now getting me
looks as though I’m stockpiling
— when I’m not. I have three
teenagers who all eat a lot. How
is this going to help the larger
families?
TRACY, Waikato
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New York to shut down as it
becomes next virus hot spot
NEW YORK CITY — New
York City’s mayor prepared on
Sunday (local time) to order his
city behind closed doors in an
attempt to slow a pandemic that
has swept across the globe and
threatened to make the city of
8.5 million one of the world’s
biggest Covid-19 hot spots.
Officials worldwide have also
warned of a critical shortage of
medical supplies.
Mayor Bill de Blasio also
called for getting everything
from masks to gowns, as well
as doctors and other medical
workers to New York City, and
asked US President Donald
Trump to have the US military
take over the logistics of making
and distributing medical
supplies.
“I can’t be blunt enough. If the
US president doesn’t act, people
will die who could have lived
otherwise,” de Blasio told NBC’s
Meet The Press.
The top infectious disease
expert in the US promised New
York City and the other hardesthit places that critical supplies
will not run out.
The medical supplies are
about to start pouring in and
will be “clearly directed to those
hot spots that need it most,” Dr
Anthony Fauci, director of the
National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases, said on CBS’
Face The Nation.
But Fauci and other
emergency officials did not give
hard figures on the number of
masks or anything else that
were reportedly on their way.
New York Governor Andrew
Cuomo urged federal officials
to step in quickly as hard-hit
states outbid each other for ever
scarcer supplies, which had been

New York City to shut down at
5pm on Sunday local time, aside
from just essential services.
However, with the danger
of an invisible virus instead of
billowing smoke or blowing snow,
some New Yorkers had still
been gathering in large groups
in parks, playing basketball or
having block parties.
Similar scenes had been
playing out around the country
and around the world.
Cuomo said he was stunned
and offended as he toured the
city on Saturday and gave local
officials a day to figure out a
plan whether it be closing parks,
closing playgrounds or opening
streets, typically teeming with
traffic but now quiet, only to
pedestrians.
“It’s insensitive. It’s arrogant.
It’s self-destructive. It’s
disrespectful to other people,”
Cuomo said. “It has to stop and
it has to stop now.”
Along with the staggering
USUALLY CROWDED STREETS EMPTY: A police officer walks across an empty Times Square due to numbers, there were individual
Covid-19 concerns, on Friday (local time) in New York.
AP picture reminders on Sunday of the
reach of the virus.
sometimes doubling or tripling
according to https://www.
epicentre of the US outbreak, in
Republican Rand Paul of
in price.
worldometers.info/coronavirus,
the number of fatal cases.
Kentucky became the first US
In Washington, DC,
at the time of going to press this
Only China, Italy and Spain
senator to announce that he
negotiators from Congress and
morning.
have reported more Covid-19
was infected. Opera superstar
the White House resumed topAbout 150 countries now have cases than the US.
Placido Domingo announced
level talks on a US$1.4 trillion
confirmed cases, and deaths
Cuomo spent Saturday
he had Covid-19 and German
economic rescue package, urged
have been reported in more than scouting for places to build
Chancellor Angela Merkel put
by Trump to strike a deal to
30 American states.
makeshift hospitals and told
herself into quarantine after a
steady a nation upended by the
There were more than
existing hospitals to figure out
doctor who gave her a vaccine
coronavirus pandemic.
27,000 cases across the US
ways to increase their current
tested positive.
Trump appeared confident
and 375 deaths. New York
beds by at least 50 percent
Elsewhere in the world, Covidabout the nation’s ability to
state accounted for 114 deaths,
because predictions from health
19 has been continuing to rage
defeat the pandemic soon even
mostly in New York City, where
officials are Covid-19 cases
on. Italy and Iran reported
as health leaders acknowledged
there were more than 4400
needing advanced medical care
soaring new death tolls.
that the US was nowhere near
infections, but officials warned
would top 100,000 in New York
Italy had more than 59,100
the peak of the outbreak.
the concentration might be more state in the next month or so,
cases and over 5476 deaths at
Worldwide, more than 335,403 because of increased testing.
which is more than double the
the time of going to press this
people had been infected
On Sunday, New York passed
current number.
morning.
and nearly 14,600 had died,
Washington state, the initial
Meanwhile, de Blasio urged
— AP

Australia in lockdown as Covid-19 cases soar
CANBERRA — Australia has
announced a major crackdown on
gatherings which will see the closure
of indoor venues, including pubs,
clubs, sporting and religious venues
from midday today in response to the
coronavirus pandemic.
Restaurants and cafes will only be
allowed to offer takeaway services.
Schools will also remain open.
Prime Minister Scott Morrison
slammed people who crammed onto
beaches and into pubs and clubs at the
weekend, and said it forced the nation’s
leaders to impose harsher rules. “When
we all do not do the right thing, then
it has real implications for others,” he
said.
The new measures were agreed to at
National Cabinet on Sunday evening.
Morrison warned they were at the
first stage, and future closures would
result if people continued to ignore
social distancing requirements.
He warned the closures could
continue for six months.
“I am deeply regretful that those
workers and those business owners,
who will be impacted by this decision,
will suffer the economic hardship that
undoubtably they will now have to
face,” Morrison said.
“That is a very, very regretful
decision.”
The crackdown comes as Victoria,
New South Wales and the ACT move
to shut down non-essential services in
the next 48 hours.

Western Australia and South
Australia will also close their borders in
a bid to halt the spread of the virus.
Victorian Premier Daniel Andrews
said the step was necessary or “our
hospitals will be overwhelmed, and
more Victorians will die”.
Earlier in the evening, NSW Premier
Gladys Berejiklian said she would
“update NSW tomorrow morning about
the impacts and our plans following
the National Cabinet”. NSW has
moved past 500 confirmed cases of
coronavirus, while the Victorian tally
was at 296 on Sunday.
Andrews said “the decision whether
to re-open schools after the Term
1 holidays will . . . be determined
following advice from the chief health
officer”. Andrews’s office said it would
not be commenting or clarifying further
until the next National Cabinet meeting.

Virus ‘red zones’ could face
lockdown
Earlier on Sunday, both Western
Australia and South Australia
announced they were closing their
borders as of Tuesday, requiring any
travellers to go into self-isolation for
two weeks. Tasmania and the Northern
Territory already have such restrictions
in place.
Political leaders will also consider
urgent and draconian powers allowing
authorities to shut down so-called
COVID-19 “red zones”, meaning state

police officers would prevent residents
from travelling to less infected suburbs
or areas.
At the National Cabinet meeting
the Prime Minister, premiers and chief
ministers were expected to discuss
how to best implement emergency
restrictions like those adopted in
parts of Europe and in the Chinese
city of Wuhan. Over the weekend
health authorities were dismayed by
numerous examples of crowds ignoring
guidelines on social distancing, instead
cramming into popular locations such
as Bondi Beach.
The country’s rate of new confirmed
coronavirus cases is now growing
at 20-25 percent a day, with some
projections showing between one
or two million Australians could be
infected by the end of April.
If those numbers were reached, tens
of thousands of people would be dead
based on the mortality rate recorded by
China earlier this year.
Government unveils $AU66b
stimulus package
The government has unveiled a
$AU66 billion ($NZ67m) economic
stimulus package and urged people
to cancel all non-essential travel in
a bid to protect Australia from the
coronavirus pandemic.
Small businesses will receive
cash payments up to $AU100,000
($NZ101.5m) and some welfare
recipients will receive another $AU750
($NZ761).

AP picture

Additional measures include:
■ Temporarily doubling the
Jobseeker Payment, previously called
Newstart
■ Allowing people to access
$AU10,000 ($NZ10,150) from their
superannuation in 2019-20 and 2020-21
■ Guaranteeing unsecured small
business loans up to $AU250,000
($NZ253,700)
■ Reducing deeming rates by a
further 0.25 percent
“We cannot prevent all the many
hardships, many sacrifices that we will
face in the months ahead,” Morrison
said. “And while these hardships and
sacrifices may break our hearts on
occasion, we must not let them break

our spirit and we must not let them
break our resolves as Australians.”
It builds on the measures included
in the first $AU17.6 billion ($NZ17.86b)
economic stimulus package announced
more than a week ago.
Taking into account the first
round of stimulus measures, and
those announced by the Reserve
Bank this week, the total economic
assistance package is worth $AU189
billion ($NZ$191.8b), according to the
government, equivalent to 9.7 percent
of Australia’s gross domestic product.
The Prime Minister will meet with
Opposition Leader Anthony Albanese
later today to discuss when the
Parliament will sit during the next six
months. — ABC/RNZ
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Croatia earthquake injures 17
amid a partial virus lockdown

CALLING FOR
A COLLECTIVE,
NATONAL
EFFORT: UK PM
Boris Johnson
says Covid-19
figures in the UK
are ‘stark and
getting worse’.
BBC screenshot
via RNZ

Stay away from
mum on Mother’s
Day warns UK PM
LONDON — UK Prime Minister Boris
his very best wishes and that he hoped he
Johnson warned at the weekend that NHS
“would get to see her”.
England could be overwhelmed if people did
However, a Downing Street source later
not act to slow the “accelerating” spread of the clarified the prime minister was hoping to
new coronavirus, Covid-19, as he urged people “see” his mother over Skype.
not to visit loved ones on Mother’s Day.
Meanwhile, the government said members
Johnson called on people to join a “heroic
of the Armed Forces would help to ensure
and collective national effort” and follow
essential items like groceries could be
social-distancing advice.
delivered to people who were at risk.
His warning came as the NHS planned to
Those identified as the most vulnerable in
write to 1.5 million people most at risk.
their communities would be contacted directly
Those at-risk people would receive letters or as a priority.
text messages, strongly advising them not to
Dr Paul Johnstone, from Public Health
go out for 12 weeks to protect themselves, the England, said: “The NHS are contacting the
UK government said.
people who are most vulnerable to developing
They included people who
a very serious illness as a result
had received organ transplants,
of Covid-19, with specific advice
Johnson added
were living with severe
to stay at home for at least 12
respiratory conditions, such
weeks.
he recognised the
as cystic fibrosis, or specific
“If you receive a letter, it is
government was
cancers, such as blood or bone
vitally important that you act
imposing measures
marrow cancers.
on it for your own protection.
In a message to the country
“Don’t attend any gatherings
‘never seen before,
on Saturday evening (local
with friends or families, and
either
in
peace
or
in
time), Johnson said: “The
don’t go out to shop, for leisure
war’.
numbers are very stark, and
activities or to travel.”
they are accelerating.
Elsewhere, the Mayor of
“The Italians have a superb
London, Sadiq Khan, echoed
healthcare system. And yet
Johnson’s call for social
their doctors and nurses have been completely distancing, and described the coronavirus
overwhelmed by the demand.
pandemic as the “biggest health, social and
“The Italian death toll is already in the
economic emergency we have faced since the
thousands — and climbing.
Second World War”.
“Unless we act together, unless we make a
Writing in The Observer, Khan said while
heroic and collective national effort to slow the the UK was at the beginning of attempts to
spread — then it is all too likely that our own halt the spread of the virus, “we will be living
NHS will be similarly overwhelmed.”
with the consequences for many years to
He added he recognised the government
come”.
was imposing measures “never seen before,
Retired doctors, nurses respond to plea
either in peace or war” — but said they were
essential.
Over the weekend in the UK, thousands of
As families prepared to celebrate Mother’s
retired medics answered the government’s call
Day on Sunday in the UK, Johnson said the
to return to work to help with the outbreak —
best single present people could give their
including around 4000 nurses and 500 doctors.
mothers right now was to stay away.
Health Secretary Matt Hancock paid tribute
The prime minister’s advice came after the
UK government told all restaurants, cafes and to their “brilliant support”, but said the
national health service (NHS) needed “many
pubs — as well as some other public spaces
more” medical workers.
like gyms and cinemas — to close.
“The whole country needs the NHS right
“This time, the best thing you can do is
now. And if you’re a retired doctor or a retired
to ring her, video call her, Skype her, but
nurse, then your NHS needs you.”
avoid any unnecessary physical contact or
Earlier, the NHS announced it had struck
proximity,” Johnson said.
a deal with private hospitals to get hold of
“Why? Because if your mother is elderly or
thousands of extra beds, ventilators and
vulnerable, then I am afraid all the statistics
show that she is much more likely to die from medical staff.
The agreement would see the private sector
coronavirus, Covid-19. We cannot disguise or
reallocate almost all of its entire national
sugar-coat the threat.”
hospital capacity to the NHS.
On Friday, Johnson was asked at his daily
Under the terms of the deal, the private
press conference whether he would be visiting
sector will be reimbursed at cost, meaning no
his own mother, who is 77.
profit will be made for doing so. — BBC, RNZ
He said he would certainly be sending her

ZAGREB, Croatia — A strong
earthquake in Croatia on Sunday
(local time) caused panic, the
evacuation of hospitals and
widespread damage, including to
the capital’s iconic cathedral, all
amid a partial Covid-19 lockdown.
A 15-year-old was reported to be
in critical condition and 16 others
had been injured, authorities said.
The European seismological
agency, EMSC, said the
earthquake measured 5.3 and
struck a wide area north of the
capital, Zagreb, at 0523 GMT on
Sunday.
The epicentre was seven
kilometres north of Zagreb at a
depth of 10 kilometres.
There were at least four weaker
temblors after the initial quake.
Prime Minister Andrej
Plenkovic said the earthquake
was the biggest that had
happened in Zagreb within the
last 140 years.
Many buildings in the capital
cracked and walls and rooftops
were damaged.
Downtown streets were littered
with debris. Concrete slabs fell on
cars and chimneys landed in front
of entrances.

Footage from the scene showed
mothers dressed in nightgowns
hugging their newborn babies in
a parking lot as they evacuated
a damaged maternity hospital in
freezing temperatures.
The women, newborn babies
and incubators were being moved
to a new location with the help of
the army.
Zagreb’s iconic cathedral was
also damaged, with the top of
one of its two spires collapsing.
The cathedral was rebuilt after it
toppled in the 1880 earthquake.
Power was cut as people ran out
of their homes.
Several fires were also reported.
Residents shared photos of
belongings falling off shelves,
broken bottles and glass inside
homes.
Officials first said a 15-year-old
was killed, but doctors later said
that she was in critical condition
although they were fighting to
save her life.
They gave no immediate details
on the extent of other injuries.
The earthquake struck amid
a partial lockdown of the capital
because of the spread of the
coronavirus. — AP

NOT EXACTLY IN ISOLATION: Despite warnings from government officials
to self-distance because of the new coronavirus, Covid-19, people have
been continuing to go out in big groups, such as these people pictured on
the Isle of Palms beach, in South Carolina on Friday.
AP picture

Covid-19 rebels flout
lockdown practices
ISLE OF PALMS, S.C — Beach-goers
have been heading in droves to beaches
in South Carolina. Young German adults
have been holding “corona parties” and
coughing directly towards older people.
From France to Florida to Australia,
kitesurfers, college students and others
have been heading to the beaches.
Their defiance of lockdown mandates
and scientific advice to fight the Covid19 pandemic has prompted crackdowns
by authorities on people trying to
escape cabin fever brought on by virus
restrictions.
In some cases, the virus rebels have
been resisting or even threatening police
while officials expressed outrage over
public gatherings that could spread the
virus.
“Some young people consider
themselves little heroes when they
break the rules,” French Interior Minister
Christophe Castaner said.

“Well, no! You’re an imbecile.”
After days of noncompliance by people
refusing to stay at home and venture out
only for essential tasks, France on Friday
sent security forces into train stations
to prevent people from travelling to their
vacation homes, thereby potentially
carrying the virus to the countryside
or beaches where medical facilities are
less robust. The popular Paris walkway
along the Seine River was closed and a
nightly curfew was imposed in the French
Mediterranean city of Nice by Mayor
Christian Estrosi, who is infected with the
virus himself.
Florida officials closed some of their
state’s most popular beaches after images
of rowdy spring-break college crowds
appeared on TV for days amid the rising
global death toll, which surpassed 13,000
on Sunday. Australia has closed Sydney’s
Bondi Beach too after police there were
outraged at pictures of the crowds. — AP
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Off to the islands in the stream
SANDY SPRINGS, Georgia —
Kenny Rogers, the legendary,
Grammy-winning balladeer who had
hits such as Lucille Lady and Islands
in the Stream and who embraced his
persona as The Gambler on records
and on TV, died on Friday night (local
time). He was 81.
He died at home in Sandy Springs,
Georgia, representative Keith Hagan
told The Associated Press.
He had been under hospice care and
died of natural causes.
The Houston-born performer with
the husky voice and silver beard
sold tens of millions of records, won

three Grammys and was the star of
TV movies based on The Gambler and
other songs, making him a superstar.
Rogers thrived for some 60 years
before he retired from touring in 2017
at the age of 79.
Despite his crossover success, he
always preferred to be thought of as a
country music singer.
“You either do what everyone else
is doing and you do it better, or you
do what no one else is doing and you
don’t invite comparison,” Rogers told
The Associated Press in 2015.
“And I chose that way because I
could never be better than Johnny

Cash or Willie or Waylon at what they
did. So I found something that I could
do that didn’t invite comparison to
them. And I think people thought it was
my desire to change country music.
But that was never my issue.”
His Islands in the Stream duet
partner Dolly Parton posted a video on
Twitter on Saturday morning, choking
up as she held a picture of the two of
them together.
“I loved Kenny with all my heart, and
my heart is broken and a big ole chunk
of it is gone with him today,” Parton
said in the video.
“Kenny was one of those artists

who transcended beyond one format
and geographic borders,” says Sarah
Trahern, chief executive officer of the
Country Music Association.
“He was a global superstar who
helped introduce country music to
audiences all around the world.”
Rogers was a five-time CMA Award
winner, as well as the recipient of
the CMA’s Willie Nelson Lifetime
Achievement Award in 2013, the same
year he was inducted into the Country
Music Hall of Fame. He received 10
awards from the Academy of Country
Music. He sold more than 47 million
records in the US alone. — AP

Kenny Rogers. Picture via AP
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Come and see me for a free
denture consultation

SUMMER
SALE

• Full denture
• Denture repairs
• Partial denture
• Denture reline
• Mouth guard
• Night guard

FURTHER REDUCTIONS

$10-$99

Guaranteed
expertise
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DON’T MISS OUT
30172-08

Treble Court,
Peel Street
P 868 1344

733 Aberdeen Road, Gisborne

Ph 867 5307 or 021 195 5500 • Mon-Thurs 8am-5pm

116 Gladstone Road Gisborne 867 7339

Check out our website
and Facebook page
for all our gorgeous
products.
Free gift-wrapping.
We will deliver
into town.
109 Main Rd, Makaraka, Ph 06 868 8479
www.eastoutdoors.co.nz

29490-16

22 Gladstone Road
www.boutiqueonmainstreet.co.nz
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P 06 867 7747 • 11 Ormond Road
e oice@homerentalservices.co.nz
W homerentalservices.co.nz
Graham Faulkner (director) 021 120 4653
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This week at the Dome

30753-08

Wednesday 25 March Dining from 5pm
6.30pm Mr Jones (M) FINAL
Thursday 26 March Dining from 5pm
6pm Come To Daddy (R16) NEW
8pm The Humorist (M)
Friday 27 March
Dining from 5pm
6pm La Belle Epoque (M) FINAL
8pm All at Sea (M)
Saturday 28 March Dining from 5pm
6pm Photograph (M) FINAL
8.30pm LOS VILLAGE BURRITOS live in the Garden Bar
$5 cash at the door
Sunday 29 March
Pizza from 5pm
6pm The Peanut Butter Falcon (M)
The Dome Bar is open for your favourite
tipple, sweet treats and pizza during every film.
Film reviews and screening times at www.domecinema.co.nz
38 Childers Road
sally@domecinema.co.nz

Poverty Bay Club
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MONDAY—TUESDAY’S TELEVISION GUIDE
TVNZ 1

© TVNZ 2020

5pm The Chase 0
6pm 1 News At 6pm 0
7pm Seven Sharp 0
7.30 Fair Go 0
A look at COVID-19
related scams.
8pm Highway Cops PGR 0
A carload of would-be
monks need divine
intervention; a chatty
driver gets a fine for
using his phone; you
never know who you will
meet when picking up a
hitch hiker.
8.30 Border Security 0
The heavy linings of
an Estonian woman’s
bags rouse suspicion;
a man with a ‘broken
heart’ is caught in a lie;
some wet deer skins are
confiscated at the mail
centre.
9pm Prodigal Son AO 0
A new killer makes the
Whitlys their primary
target.
9.55 1 News Tonight 0
10.25 The Red Line AO 0
Daniel fears for Jira’s
safety after receiving a
threatening phone call.
11.25 The Catch AO 3

TUESDAY
12.20 Emmerdale
12.50 Te Karere 3
1.15 Infomercials
5.35 Te Karere 3
6am Breakfast
9am The Ellen DeGeneres
Show 0
10am Tipping Point 3
11am Cash Trapped 0
Noon 1 News At Midday 0
12.30 Emmerdale PGR 0
1pm Coronation Street 3 0
2pm The Ellen DeGeneres
Show 3 0
3pm Tipping Point
4pm Te Karere
4.30 Highway Cops 3 0
5pm The Chase 0

SKY SPORT 1
Note Schedules for Sky Sport
1 are not available at the
time of going to print, due
to the Covid-19 outbreak
causing major disruptions
to rugby tournaments
around the world.

TVNZ 2

© TVNZ 2020
5pm The Simpsons 3 0
Marge and Homer help
country singer Lurleen
Lumpkin by reuniting her
with her deadbeat father.
5.30 Home And Away 0
6pm Neighbours 0
7pm Shortland Street PGR 0
Damo builds walls around
his heart; Ben feels
betrayed; Marty cannot
escape his past.
7.30 The Bachelorette NZ 0
9.05 The Undateables 0
Twenty-seven-year-old
James Bond fan Rhys is
missing his own Bond girl;
Rory and Megan are ready
to take their relationship
to the next level.
10.05 The Walking Dead 0
11.10 Mom PGR 3 0
11.35 Grey’s Anatomy AO 3 0

THREE

PRIME

5pm 3rd Rock From The
Sun 0
5.30 Prime News
6pm Netball: ANZ
Premiership (HLS) Pulse v
Steel.
6.30 Sky Sport News
7pm The Crowd Goes Wild
7.30 Aussie Pickers 0
On the outskirts of
Melbourne, Lucas and
Adam meet Sandy and
Brian, who spend all
their spare time picking
through the bargains at
their local op-shops.
8.30 M Exit Wounds AO 0
2001 Action. A police officer
in an inner-city precinct
discovers a web of
TUESDAY
police corruption.
12.25 Infomercials
Steven Seagal, Tom
TUESDAY
6am The AM Show
Arnold.
12.30 The Resident AO 3 0
9am The Café
10.40 The Late Show With
1.15 Shortland Street PGR 3 0
10am Infomercials
Stephen Colbert AO
1.40 Infomercials
11.25 Millionaire Hot Seat 3 0 11.40 The Crowd Goes Wild
2.40 Quantico AO 3 0
12.25 Face The Truth PGR
TUESDAY
3.30 Desperate Housewives AO
12.55 Dr Phil PGR
12.10 Closedown
30
Homeless Tina says no
4.15 The Fresh Prince Of Bel
6am Ben 10: Alien Force 3 0
one has been able to
Air 3 0
6.25 Danger Mouse 3 0
meet her halfway and
4.40 Neighbours PGR 3 0
6.50 The Loud House 3 0
help her get better, but
5.30 Infomercials
7.15 Trulli Tales 3 0
6.30 Rescue Bots Academy 0
her son and daughter
7.30 Atomic Puppet 3 0
6.40 Moon And Me 0
say she is out of control. 7.40 Teenage Mutant Ninja
7am The Tom And Jerry
1.50 Married At First Sight
Turtles 3 0
Show 3 0
Australia PGR 3 0
8.05 The Thundermans 3 0
7.25 Thunderbirds Are Go! 3 0
3.25 Peter Kuruvita’s Coastal 8.30 The Moe Show 3 0
7.50 Bunnicula 3 0
Kitchen
9am Celebrity Antiques Road
8.15 Muppet Babies 3 0
Peter mingles with a
Trip 3
8.35 Goldie And Bear 3 0
community of local
10am The Doctors PGR
9am Infomercials 3
producers, showcasing
10am Neighbours PGR 3 0
11am The Chase Australia 3
some of the finest and
11am Mike And Molly PGR 3 0
0
11.30 The Bachelorette NZ 0
freshest produce in the
Noon Everybody Loves
1pm Judge Rinder PGR
regions.
Raymond 3 0
2pm American Housewife 3 0
3.55 United Plates Of
12.30 Bull PGR 3 0
2.30 Home And Away 3 0
America 3
1.30 Frasier PGR 3
3pm Shortland Street PGR 3 0
Atlanta food trucks are
2pm The Late Show With
3.30 Powerpuff Girls 3 0
a trend that is sweeping
Stephen Colbert PGR 3
3.40 Pokemon: Sun And Moon:
cities and taking the
3pm Wheel Of Futune 3
Ultra Legends 0
food to the people.
3.30 Jeopardy 3
4.05 The Deep 0
4.30 NewsHub Live At
4pm A Place In The Sun PGR
4.30 Friends 3 0
4:30pm
5pm 3rd Rock From The Sun
5pm The Simpsons 3 0
5.30 Home And Away 0
5.30 Prime News
5pm Millionaire Hot Seat 0

SKY SPORT 2
5.30 Blackcaps v
England (HLS)
6.30 Blackcaps v
England (HLS)
7.30 Blackcaps v
England (HLS)
8.30 Blackcaps v
England (HLS)
9.30 Blackcaps v Australia:
2010 (HLS)
10.30 Australia v
Blackcaps (HLS)
11.30 Pakistan Super
League (HLS)

TUESDAY
12am Pakistan Super
League (HLS)
12.30 Blackcaps v Australia:
2005 (RPL)
4am Blackcaps v Australia:
2007 (HLS)
5.30 Blackcaps v Australia:
2007 (HLS)
7am Pakistan Super League:
Final
7.30 Women’s T20 World
Cup (HLS)
8am Women’s T20 World
Cup (HLS)
8.30 Blackcaps v India
10.30 Australia v Blackcaps:
First ODI (HLS)
11.30 Blackcaps v Australia:
2010 (HLS)
12.30 Blackcaps v
England (HLS)
1.30 Blackcaps v
England (HLS)
2.30 Blackcaps v England
3.30 Blackcaps v England
4.30 Blackcaps v England
5.30 Women’s T20 World
Cup

5pm Millionaire Hot Seat 0
Six contestants compete
to win cash, hosted by
Eddie McGuire.
6pm NewsHub Live At 6pm
7pm The Project
7.30 Married At First Sight
Australia PGR 0
9pm Talking Married AO 0
9.10 SVU AO 0
The SVU joins an
undercover task force
to break a humantrafficking ring.
10.05 NewsHub Late
10.35 The Hui 3 0
11.10 NewsHub Nation 3 0
An in-depth weekly
current-affairs show.

PAY TV
SKY 5
5pm Wheel Of Fortune PG
5.30 Hardcore Pawn PG
6pm Highway Thru Hell PG
7pm Border Security:
Australia’s Frontline M
7.30 Hawaii Five-0 MV
8.30 Borderforce US: The
Bridges M
9.30 A1: Highway Patrol MVLC
10.30 SVU MVS
11.15 Highway Thru Hell PG

TUESDAY
12.05 Modern Family PG
12.30 Modern Family PG
12.55 Wheel Of Fortune PG
1.20 Jeopardy! PG
1.40 Border Security:
Australia’s Frontline M
2.05 A1: Highway Patrol MVLC
2.50 Borderforce USA: The
Bridges M
3.40 SVU MVS
4.25 Hardcore Pawn PG
4.50 Hawaii Five-0 MV
5.35 The Simpsons PG
6am Jeopardy! PG
6.25 Wheel Of Fortune PG
6.45 The Simpsons PG
7.10 Modern Family PG
8am Border Security:
Australia’s Frontline M
8.25 Highway Thru Hell PG
9.15 Hardcore Pawn PG
9.40 Hawaii Five-0 MV
10.25 SVU MV
11.10 Modern Family PG
11.40 Modern Family PG
12.05 A1: Highway Patrol MVLC
1pm Raw Live MVC
4.05 The Simpsons PG
4.35 Jeopardy! PG
5pm Wheel Of Fortune PG
5.30 Hardcore Pawn PG

MAORI TV
5pm Waiata Mai
5.10 Te Mana Kuratahi 3
5.40 Tamariki Haka
5.50 E Kori 3
5.55 Pipi Ma
6pm ZooMoo
6.10 Te Nutube
6.20 Darwin + Newts 3
6.30 Te Ao: Maori News
7pm Whanau Living 3
7.30 F Carluccio’s 6
Seasons PGR 3
8pm Te Ao With Moana
8.30 The Indians That
Rocked The World AO 3
10.20 #whiuatepatai AO 3
10.50 Nga Pari Karangaranga
O Te Motu 3
11.20 Te Ao: Maori News 3
11.50 Closedown

TUESDAY
12.15 Gemini MVL 2018 Thriller.
Lola Kirke, Zoe Kravitz.
1.50 Crypto 16VLS 2019 Thriller.
Beau Knapp, Kurt
Russell.
3.35 Peppermint 16VL 2018
Action. Jennifer Garner,
John Ortiz.
5.15 On The Basis Of Sex ML
2018 Drama. Felicity Jones,
Armie Hammer.
7.15 The Making Of Bad
Boys For Life MVLSC
2019 Will Smith, Martin
Lawrence.
7.25 The Vanishing Of Sidney
Hall 16C 2017 Drama.
9.25 The Merger ML 2018
Comedy.
11.10 Gemini MVL 2018 Thriller.
12.45 Crypto 16VLS 2019 Thriller.
2.30 People Interview: Glenn
Close
2.55 The Vanishing Of Sidney
Hall 16C 2017 Drama.
4.55 Second Act MLSC 2018
Comedy.

Shortland Street
7pm on TVNZ 2

TUESDAY
6.30 Paia
6.40 My Mokai
7.10 He Rourou 3
7.20 E Kori 3
7.25 E Ki E Ki
7.30 Mahi Pai
7.40 Tamariki Haka
7.50 Huritua
8am Polyfest Kapa Haka 3
8.30 Sidewalk Karaoke PGR 3
9am Best Of Kai Time On
The Road 3
9.30 Opaki 3
10am Waiata 3
10.30 Morena 3
11am Matangi Rau 3
Noon Funny Whare:
Gamesnight PGR 3
12.30 It’s In The Bag
1pm Nga Pari Karangaranga
O Te Motu 3
1.30 Ako 3
2pm Toku Reo 3
3pm Polyfest Kapa Haka 3
3.30 Playlist
4pm Polyfest Kapa Haka 3
4.30 Pukana 3
5pm Paia
5.10 My Mokai
5.40 He Rourou 3
5.50 E Kori 3
5.55 E Ki E Ki

MOVIES PREMIERE DISCOVERY
6.30 On The Basis Of Sex ML
2018 Drama. Felicity Jones,
Armie Hammer.
8.30 The Vanishing Of Sidney
Hall 16C 2017 Drama. An
enigmatic detective
goes on a cross-country
search for a onceprominent author who
has disappeared after a
string of arsons. Logan
Lerman, Elle Fanning.
10.30 The Merger ML 2018
Comedy. Damian Callinan,
John Howard.

Highway Cops
8pm on TVNZ 1

5.40 Aussie Gold Hunters PG
6.35 Towies PG
7pm Towies PG
7.30 Top Gear PG
8.30 Mighty Car Mods:
Turbos And Temples PG
9.25 Jay Leno’s Garage PG
10.15 Car Crash Global
Caught On Camera PG
11.05 Naked And Afraid MLC
11.55 How It’s Made PG

TUESDAY
12.20 How Do They Do It? PG
12.45 World’s Deadliest
Drivers PG
1.10 World’s Deadliest
Drivers PG
1.35 Deadliest Catch PG
2.25 Bering Sea Gold PG
3.15 Gold Rush: White
Water PG
4.05 What On Earth? PG
4.55 Naked And Afraid MLC
5.45 Deadliest Catch PG
6.35 Fast N’ Loud PG
7.30 Top Gear PG
8.20 Outback Opal
Hunters PG
9.10 Mighty Car Mods:
Turbos And Temples PG
10am How It’s Made PG
10.25 How Do They Do It? PG
10.50 Aussie Gold Hunters PG
11.40 Evil Lives Here MVSC
12.30 Killer Instinct With
Chris Hansen M
1.20 Web Of Lies M
2.10 Top Gear PG
3pm Gold Rush: White
Water PG
3.50 Deadliest Catch PG
4.45 Fast N’ Loud PG
5.40 Aussie Gold Hunters PG

KEY 0 Closed captions; 3 Repeat; (HLS) Highlights; (RPL) Replay; (DLY) Delayed; 16 Approved for persons 16 years or over; 18 Approved for persons 18 years or over; AO Adults only;
C Content may offend; L Language may offend; M Suitable for mature audiences; PG/PGR Parental guidance recommended for younger viewers; S Sexual content may offend; V Contains violence.

23Mar20

Exit Wounds
8.30pm on Prime

CHOICE
5.30 Mysteries At The
Museum 6.30 Salvage Hunters
7.30 Pompeii: After The
Eruption 9pm New Zealand
From Above 10pm From Russia
To Iran 11pm Salvage Hunters
TUESDAY Midnight Mysteries
At The Museum 1am River
Cottage Autumn 2am Bear
Grylls Mission Survive PGR
3am New Zealand From
Above 4am From Russia To
Iran 5am Mysteries At The
Museum 6am Paul Hollywood’s
Pies And Puds 7am River
Cottage Autumn 8am Hope
For Wildlife 9am Travel Man:
48 Hours In 9.30 Storage
Hoarders 10.30 Mysteries At
The Museum 11.30 Salvage
Hunters 12.30 Baggage
Battles 1pm Pompeii: After The
Eruption 2.30 New Zealand From
Above 3.30 Heart Of The World
4.30 Jamie’s 30-Minute Meals
5pm Gourmet Farmer Afloat
5.30 Mysteries At The Museum

BRAVO
5pm Judge Jerry
5.30 Hoarders
6.30 Love It Or List It
7.30 Snapped PGR 8.30 Injustice
With Nancy Grace AO
9.30 A Lie To Die For AO
10.30 Snapped PGR
11.30 Snapped: Killer Couples AO
TUESDAY 12.20 Infomercials
10am Four Weddings USA
11am Snapped PGR Noon The
Kelly Clarkson Show 1pm The
Real Housewives Of Beverly
Hills PGR 2pm Below Deck PGR
3pm Keeping Up With The
Kardashians PGR 4pm Undercover
Boss 0 5pm Judge Jerry
5.30 Hoarders

RNZ NATIONAL
5pm Checkpoint
6.30 Trending Now
7.06 Nights With Bryan Crump.
8.15 Dateline Pacific
Current-affairs programme
covering the major Pacific stories
of the week.
8.30 Windows On The World
International public-radio features
and documentaries.
9.30 Insight
10pm News At Ten
10.15 Lately With Karyn Hay.
11.06 Nashville Babylon

TUESDAY
12.04 The All Night Programme
5am First Up 6am Morning
Report
9.06 Nine To Noon
10.45 The Reading
Noon Midday Report
1.06 Afternoons
4.06 The Panel
5pm Checkpoint
Compiled by
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Southland greys at Invercargill Tuesday
Selections
Race 1:
Race 2:
Race 3:
Race 4:
Race 5:
Race 6:
Race 7:
Race 8:
Race 9:
Race 10:

TREV’S ROCKET, MISS JUNE, TIDES END
PERFECT PAYTON, VIGNON, MR MARCEL
SONJA, HOMEBUSH SAYER, HOMEBUSH JORDIE
TUCKER, OPAWA PINK, OPHIRA BALE
GO PUNTER GO, BARTHOLOMEW CUB, KIA TERE
OPAWA LACY, ZEFSIDE, FIDGETY FEET
TRICKY, AMURI LIV, HOMEBUSH TESAN
OPAWA DAN, PUNTERS DELIGHT, OPAWA JAWS
PUNTERS BOLT, FAMOUS LEE, HOMEBUSH FONZIE
CHASING FAME, OPAWA DI, SHE’S FOR US

Jetbet 3

EMERGENCIES:
9 F5474 Homebush Ivy nwtd
10
745 Adobe Girl nwtd

2

John McInerney
Matt Roberts

greyhoundauctions.co.nz

12.25

$2390, C0, 457m
1 54333 Goldstar Darwin nwtd
2
Vignon nwtd
3
443 Adelphi nwtd
4 66453 Carlos nwtd
5
Opawa Jade nwtd
6
Perfect Payton nwtd
7 43444 Slippery Suzie nwtd
8
Mr Marcel nwtd
EMERGENCIES:
9
6 Goldstar Westie nwtd
10
745 Adobe Girl nwtd

3

S & B Evans
John Allen
J M McCook
Robin Wales
Robin Wales
J & D Fahey
S & B Evans
Robin Wales
S & B Evans
Matt Roberts

Mark Turner Painter Ph021737111 12.42
$1685, C2, 390m

1

southlandgreyhounds.co.nz 12.07
$1365, C0, 390m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

66253 Miss June nwtd
Trev’s Rocket nwtd
75654 Princely Castle nwtd
52562 Impressive Mood nwtd
276 Miss Adobe nwtd
57425 Double Queenie nwtd
74637 Tides End nwtd
32646 Homebush Murdock nwtd

John McInerney
Brett Conner
John McInerney
John McInerney
Matt Roberts
John McInerney
John Allen
John McInerney

1 72818 Southern Angel 22.85
2 81242 Homebush Jordie 22.98
3 61757 Impressive Flash 22.96
4 58723 Sonja 22.87
5 82724 Regal Jock 22.88
6 51227 Macey Baxter 22.97
7 84483 Homebush Sayer 22.53
8 26541 Opawa Waihemo 22.66
EMERGENCIES:
9 48571 Punch On Jessie 23.12
10 68382 Punch On Scooby 22.83

Roy Hamilton
John McInerney
John McInerney
Daniel Lane
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
Robin Wales
John McInerney
John McInerney

4

Find Us On Twitter@sgrcinfo 1.00

$1685, C2, 390m
1 8s514 Opawa Pink nwtd
2 34564 Ophira Bale nwtd
3 26131 Mitcham Boult nwtd
4 58713 Homebush Boden 22.38
5 F6138 Impressive High 23.27
6 75177 Khatia 23.22
7 66216 Homebush Rehaina 23.16
8 11235 Tucker nwtd
EMERGENCIES:
9 48571 Punch On Jessie 23.12
10 68382 Punch On Scooby 22.83

5

Robin Wales
Matt Roberts
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
Daniel Lane
John McInerney
John McInerney

Happy B'day Dawn McLeod

$2505, C1, 457m
1 45763 Kia Tere 26.07
2 66724 Mitcham Ryder nwtd
3 66222 Bartholomew Cub 26.54
4 43664 Opal Hunter 26.80
5 14543 Volcanic Whisper nwtd
6 67736 Miss Nina 26.42
7 228s4 Go Punter Go 26.50
8 85366 Yi Feng nwtd
EMERGENCIES:
9 58648 Pretty Keen nwtd
10 35887 Punch On Woody 26.57

6

TAB D. 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10 T. 1-2-3, 4-5-6, 8-9-10 Q. 2-3-4-5, 7-8-9-10 PL6 5-10

1.17

S & B Evans
John McInerney
Bronwyn Eade
John McInerney
John Allen
Brett Conner
Robin Wales
John McInerney
Sandra Keen
John McInerney

Dave Robbie Photographer 1.35

$2035, C2/3, 390m
1 11737 Zefside 22.57
John McInerney
2 83477 Opawa Lacy 22.86
Robin Wales

3 21471 Homebush Stasser 22.86
4 66258 Homebush Aimee nwtd
5 78728 Starr Blueblood 22.79
6 13248 Dyna Frankie nwtd
7 61767 Homebush Zack 22.76
8 53558 Fidgety Feet nwtd
EMERGENCIES:
9 78774 Nippa Martino 22.47
10 48571 Punch On Jessie 23.12

7

Race 1:
Race 2:
Race 3:
Race 4:
Race 5:

SUPER OVER DRAMA, SHAW LEE, TEE AN’ CEE
LEONARD BALE, HENDRIX BALE,
HOMEBUSH BARCLAY
REIGN OF FIRE, DENUTO, BLAZING BANJO
HOMEBUSH MAYCEE, COOL BEANS,
HOMEBUSH ARIANA
BALDRICK, HOMEBUSH FUDGE,
HOMEBUSH GAMBLER

3 77285 Thrilling Watch 22.39
4 13167 It’s A Joke 22.49
5 55137 Homebush Caesar 22.67
6 52586 Amuri George 22.99
7 75282 Super Over Drama nwtd
8 37415 Shaw Lee 22.40
EMERGENCY:
9 28848 Homebush Alexei 22.60

2

6 71434 Justin Lincoln nwtd
7 67223 Homebush Bede nwtd
8 62222 Cash No Stash nwtd
EMERGENCIES:
9 33735 Father Leo nwtd
10 42376 Homebush Fudge nwtd

John McInerney

3

3.26

$2505, C1, 457m

1

Toni@bodyauditsouth

3.08

$2860, C4/5, 390m
1 64767 Frizzled nwtd
2 35641 Tee An’ Cee 22.49

Matt Roberts
Brett Conner

1
2
3
4
5

56221
87533
13241
43252
41

Homebush Barclay nwtd
Prince Rohit nwtd
Hendrix Bale nwtd
Crushington nwtd
Leonard Bale nwtd

John McInerney
John McInerney
Craig Roberts
John McInerney
Craig Roberts

Christchurch greys at Addington Tuesday
Selections
Race 1:
Race 2:
Race 3:
Race 4:
Race 5:
Race 6:
Race 7:
Race 8:

SOZIN’S BLUE, KNOW APPROVAL, BOLD BIDDER
MISS HONEY, SHANLY STAR, CALL ME FLO
CASH A ROO, MITCHAM ROB, MULBERRY ROCK
MOANY MALONEY, MITCHAM MAGIC, KNOW CRIME
RIPSLINGER ROXY, USAIN BALE, HUSTLE ACE
STYLISH STEPPER, COLD AFFAIR, JAUBERT
GO DIEGO, HAIDEE BALE, BARREL RUNNER
QUINCY BALE, GOLDSTAR YANKEE,
GOLDSTAR MONTANA
Race 9: BILLY RAY, MULBERRY MINX, JINGILI JILL
Race 10: KNOCKA KNOW HOW, GOLDSTAR LIBERTY,
MULBERRY WILL
Race 11: OPAWA TRAVIS, LETHAL LETTIE, SHERMO BALE
Race 12: GOLDSTAR PERRIE, JINJA CREAM FIZZ,
MAYBE RIGHT

EMERGENCIES:
9 6678s Precious Payton 17.49
10 67678 Grey Wind nwtd

2

Garrard’s Horse And Hound 3.17
$1450, C1, 295m

1 54455 Miss Honey 17.35
2 7s448 Epic Owen 17.48
3 85254 Goldstar Shiloah 17.40
4 47s44 Know Burden 17.48
5 633F5 Black Eye Bill 17.47
6 25441 Sea Spray Ash 18.04
7 32562 Shanly Star 17.15
8 34585 Call Me Flo 17.16
EMERGENCIES:
9 6678s Precious Payton 17.49
10 88868 Homebush Liz 17.78

3

Robin Wales
J M McCook
S & B Evans
Garry Cleeve
Michael Dempsey
Barry Freeman
John McInerney
Alan Botherway
S & B Evans
John McInerney

A2C Asphalt 2 Concrete

3.35

$1450, C1, 295m

1

The Fitz Sports Bar Sprint 2.59
$1450, C1, 295m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

55628
68443
42385
63527
66537
87462
64623
1478

Go Great nwtd
Dapper Danny 17.56
Goldstar Halsey 17.41
Goldstar Hurley 17.47
Smash Gator 17.39
Sozin’s Blue 17.26
Know Approval 17.28
Bold Bidder 17.35

Robin Wales
John McMillan
S & B Evans
Lisa Waretini
Malcolm Grant
John McInerney
Garry Cleeve
M & P Binnie

1 24866 Cash A Roo 17.27
S & B Evans
2 24125 Mitcham Rob nwtd
John McInerney
3 56534 Pooran’s Jadeja 17.74
J M McCook
4 55356 Goldstar Galaxie 17.40
S & B Evans
5 52252 Mulberry Rock 17.48
Ken Cassidy
6 83742 Horse Range Gold 17.71
Malcolm Grant
7 77737 Know Cause 17.29
Garry Cleeve
8 54778 Jay Spencer 17.57
Corey Steele
EMERGENCIES:
9 45778 Shoelace Jack 17.65
Michael Dempsey
10 67678 Grey Wind nwtd
Norman Wanhalla

4

Hart Family Greyhound Racing 3.52
$1450, C1, 295m

1 78722 Know Crime nwtd
2 83883 Goldstar Power 17.49
3 88477 Rosies Choice 17.81

Garry Cleeve
S & B Evans
Norman Wanhalla

Selections
Race 1: MOSSCON, LORNE, ASSETS
Race 2: LIGHTHORSE LAD, GUTSY, NEW CHOICE
Race 3: STRIDENT, HIGHLY INTRUSIVE, HOSTILE TAKEOVER
Race 4: YULONG WALL, MAINLAND, EPSOM DAYS
Race 5: ANYTHING BUT, HEY HAPPY, CERNAN
Race 6: DEEP FORCE, THE CARD PLAYERS, HAVASTAR
Race 7: LIVING THE DREAM, NASHVILLE SOUND,
EUGENE’S FOREST
Race 8: RED ROSSINI, REALM OF FLOWERS, CAFE TORTONI

1

Bet365 Odds Drift Protect. Plate 3.30

$35,000, 3yo & up F&M Maiden SW, 1121m
1 s327s Almira Gulch h (9) 58 92
2 356s2 Assets (3) 58 85
3
87 Black Princess (7) 58 76
4 78004 Sweet Betty (2) 58 69
5
Batahi (13) 57.5 79
6 0s09s Dolci (12) 57.5 79
7
Golden Egg (1) 57.5 84
8
8s Kislina (11) 57.5 100
9 579s La Pietra (15) 57.5 81
10
Lorne (14) 57.5 79
11
Miss Leila h (10) 57.5 80
12 335s4 Mosscon (8) 57.5 97
13
Royelle (6) 57.5 79

D Yendall
B Allen
Ms J Da Rose
J Baldock
R Mc Leod
D Thornton
Dean Holland
J Allen
J McNeil
M Dee
B Thompson
L Nolen
B Mertens

2

42746
24517
56175
52753
58312
54865
45664

Denuto nwtd
Homebush Fairy 23.27
Mitcham Nikorima 23.70
Blazing Banjo 23.00
Homebush Showoff nwtd
Reign Of Fire 22.49
Bound Up 23.14

$2035, C2/3, 390m
1 6771F Homebush George 23.26
2 78647 Homebush Tesan 22.54
3 35614 Jinja Liv nwtd
4 68215 Punters Kirsty nwtd
5 53777 Sozin’s Azure nwtd
6 12465 Amuri Liv 22.71
7 14211 Tricky nwtd
8 45645 Nikko Baxter 22.88
EMERGENCIES:
9 78774 Nippa Martino 22.47
10 48571 Punch On Jessie 23.12

8

Avalon Airport Plate

4.00

5

3

The Breeze Retirement Plate 4.30
$35,000, 4yo & up Maiden SW, 1421m

1
2
3
4
5

65 Alpha Lane (9) 58.5 92
Beyond Mars (7) 58.5 89
04s6 Diamond Luke (14) 58.5 98
s8s24 Highly Intrusive (2) 58.5 97
4s Hostile Takeover h (10) 58.5 94

6
50s Leshem (11) 58.5 84
7
Old Head (3) 58.5 90
8 4s034 Strident (12) 58.5 100
9 6s29 Alfiore (8) 56.5 97
10 07708 Chalk Talk (5) 56.5 92
11 3s33 Halo’s Quest (1) 56.5 99

Ray Adcock
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney

J M McCook
John McInerney
Ashley Bradshaw
Michael Dempsey
Mitchell & Smith
S & B Evans
John McInerney

Suck It Up Ltd Stakes Heat 1 4.12
$2505, C1, heat, 520m

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

6

74565
47858
45363
s2562
22211
465s4
21122
43458

Goldstar Beau nwtd
Goldstar Dawson nwtd
Hustle Ace 30.54
Little Secret 30.44
Usain Bale 30.64
Know Anxiety 30.82
Ripslinger Roxy 30.34
Bashful Buffy 30.55

S & B Evans
S & B Evans
Norman Wanhalla
Lisa Waretini
Craig Roberts
Garry Cleeve
Ashley Bradshaw
John McInerney

Angler’s Arms Tavern Sprint 4.29
$1450, C1, 295m

1 42343 Cold Affair 17.37
Lisa Waretini
2 68757 Punch On Rex 17.39
John McInerney
3 52331 Stylish Stepper 17.32
Malcolm Grant
4 47456 Billy Budd 17.51
Alan Botherway
5 57748 Paringi Pam 17.39
Mitchell & Smith
6 17472 Jaubert 17.66
Rosemary Blackburn
7 85525 Goldstar McQueen 17.58
S & B Evans
8 28773 Know Dollars 17.51
Garry Cleeve
EMERGENCIES:
9 45778 Shoelace Jack 17.65
Michael Dempsey
10 877s8 Vik Vikkers 17.47
Craig Roberts

7

Suck It Up Ltd Stakes Heat 4.48
$2505, C1, heat, 520m

1 41663 Max Volume nwtd

Ashley Bradshaw

12 9504 Miss Filly (4) 56.5 88
13 70s36 Polanaise (6) 56.5 95
14 98558 Solodka (13) 56.5 93

4

Prestige Jayco Plate

J Baldock
M Carson
Ms J Da Rose

5.00

$35,000, 3yo & up Maiden SW, 2433m

6 Anewdaydawning (2) 58 82 D Thornton
84657 Bloomin’ Crafty h (9) 58 92 W Price (a2)
Does It (12) 58 89
J McNeil
5s223 Gutsy (3) 58 100
C Symons
449 Lalor’s Logic (5) 58 93
D Stackhouse
26s22 Lighthorse Lad b (1) 58 97
M Walker
5280s Navarre (11) 58 96
M Dee
66022 New Choice (7) 58 95
Dean Holland
5s4 Rising Archie (14) 58 91
J Childs
5 Set To Fight (13) 58 91
D Bates
44 Toff Choice (10) 58 97
J Noonan
37s30 Turbeau (8) 58 100
L Nolen
Tralee Rose (4) 56 91
J Allen
42547 Zakalicious (6) 56 94
T Stockdale (a)

J Allen
M Dee
J Childs

R Mc Leod
B Higgins
L Nolen
D Stackhouse
Z Spain
Ms K Walters
D Bates

John McInerney
John McInerney

Mr Whippy Southland

2.10

$2505, C1, 457m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

51561
24638
11s16
37371
86625
86337
86357

Opawa Jaws 26.88
Goldstar Ashton nwtd
Punters Delight 26.49
Opawa Dan nwtd
Big Tiny 27.27
Nippa Enough 26.31
Bruiser’s Day 26.37

8 44866 Take A Hint nwtd
EMERGENCIES:
9 58648 Pretty Keen 22.98
10 56848 Long Live Love nwtd

4

Robin Wales
S & B Evans
Robin Wales
J M McCook
John McInerney
John McInerney
Brett Conner

1 92643 Easton You Beauty (7) 58.5 93
Ms A Kelly (a2)
2 44363 Emperor Selassie (3) 58.5 98 R Mc Leod
3 07462 Fast Foils (12) 58.5 93
Ms K Walters
4 82535 Love Venus (17) 58.5 94
D Bates
5 s4243 Mainland (4) 58.5 96
D Yendall
6 93056 Mustang Harry h (5) 58.5 90
Z Spain
7 6s634 Prince Anacheeva (6) 58.5 94
D Stackhouse
8 37042 So Awesome (16) 58.5 94
E Brown
9 94564 Whitton Lane (8) 58.5 93
Jaden Lloyd (a3)
10
334 Yulong Wall (9) 58.5 99
J McNeil
11 s4234 Epsom Days (1) 58 99
J Martin
12 452P8 Mulroney (2) 58 100
D Thornton
13 s6445 Queen Of Havana (15) 56.5 91
F W Kersley (a)
14
744 Miss Yeti (10) 56 97
J Allen
15 48572 Tiifu (13) 56 94
T Stockdale (a)
EMERGENCIES:
16 0986 Sintra (14) 56 88
Ms G Cartwright (a)
17 0770 Americain Boy (11) 58.5 93
B Rawiller

5

John McInerney
Sandra Keen
M P Hamilton-Dyett

greyhoundsaspets.org.nz

4.02

$1450, C1, 390m
1 43356 Homebush Ariana nwtd
2 66426 Homebush Maycee 22.64
3 35653 Mitcham Sam nwtd
4 86861 Miss Cowdrey nwtd
5 65665 Cool Beans 22.74
6 77757 Homebush Reed nwtd
7 517s7 Ascott nwtd
8 33735 Father Leo nwtd
EMERGENCIES:

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

8

John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
Corey Steele
John McInerney

J.T Dixon Handicap

5.30

$35,000, 3yo & up Class 1, 2233m
1 51s7 Cernan w (11) 60.5 100
D Stackhouse
2 24382 Anything But (2) 60 96
J Childs
3 3146 Call My Agent tw (7) 60 97
T Stockdale (a)

53556
38577
87868
12422
433F2
434s7
36376

Haidee Bale 30.44
Goldstar Chief 30.83
Black Dan nwtd
Go Diego 30.38
Meatloaf nwtd
Barrel Runner nwtd
Ohoka Carsen 30.88

Daniel Roberts
S & B Evans
John McInerney
J & D Fahey
Sharon Hindson
Ashley Bradshaw
Lisa Waretini

Suck It Up Ltd Stakes Heat 5.08
$2505, C1, heat, 520m

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

55456
55768
88748
54665
84361
46757
112
35777

Goldstar Montana 30.34
S & B Evans
Ain’t He Lucky 30.82
Norman Wanhalla
Opawa Al 30.53
Robin Wales
Mitcham Toddy nwtd
Ashley Bradshaw
Goldstar Yankee 30.37
S & B Evans
Ohoka Kate nwtd
Lisa Waretini
Quincy Bale 30.06
Craig Roberts
Tikao Jackie nwtd
Mitchell & Smith

Culvie Boy’s Syndicate

5.25

$1450, C1, 295m
1 64545 Mulberry Minx 17.34
2 46786 Right On Time 17.51
3 47177 Nykara 17.49
4 81648 Goldstar Jay Jay 17.24
5 38873 Homebush Mandy 17.82
6 48847 Frosty Kate 17.71
7 34732 Billy Ray nwtd
8 264s4 Jingili Jill 17.42
EMERGENCIES:
9 6678s Precious Payton 17.49
10 888s7 Sozin’s Onyx 17.88

10 Kaisa Earthworks

Ken Cassidy
Howard Anderton
J M McCook
S & B Evans
John McInerney
Michael Dempsey
Norman Wanhalla
Mitchell & Smith
S & B Evans
John McInerney

5.41

$1450, C1, 295m
1 21223 Knocka Know How 17.31
2 74675 Rum Gin Mixer 17.37

Jetbet 13
Ms C Hall (a)
B Higgins

John McInerney
John McInerney
J M McCook
Robin Wales
John McInerney
John McInerney
Daniel Lane
John McInerney

8 21748 Kipjo nwtd
EMERGENCIES:
9 84787 Sozin’s Assassin 26.90
10 25787 Mick The Mower 26.29

9

John Allen
John McInerney
John McInerney

Added Energy Stakes

2.30

$3325, C2/3, 457m
1 83142 Famous Lee 26.55
2 86535 Opawa Lawsey 25.87
3 41133 Punters Bolt nwtd
4 45132 Cisco Reign nwtd
5 22116 Punch On Buzz 26.86
6 46276 Goldstar Spook 26.54
7 45113 Goldstar Wynter nwtd
8 31431 Homebush Fonzie nwtd
EMERGENCIES:
9 15287 Mitcham Manering 26.58
10 27738 Mitcham Trudy nwtd

S & B Evans
Robin Wales
Robin Wales
Daniel Roberts
John McInerney
S & B Evans
S & B Evans
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney

10 Southland & Otago Photo Finish 2.50
$2390, C3/4, 390m
1 67324 Special As nwtd
2 4F325 Amuri Magic nwtd
3 25626 Sozin’s Empire 22.79
4 75651 Citizen Aguero nwtd
5 43624 Souffle Sue nwtd
6 41136 Opawa Di 23.06
7 43565 She’s For Us nwtd
8 54445 Chasing Fame 22.37
EMERGENCIES:
9 28848 Homebush Alexei 22.60
10 78774 Nippa Martino 22.47

J M McCook
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
Robin Wales
Matt Roberts
Sandra Keen
John McInerney
John McInerney

TAB D. 1-2, 4-5 T. 3-4-5 Q. 2-3-4-5
9 56848 Long Live Love nwtd
10 54778 Jay Spencer nwtd

5

M P Hamilton-Dyett
Corey Steele

Racing Again 29th March

4.23

$1450, C1, 390m
1 42376 Homebush Fudge nwtd
John McInerney
2 57655 Mick The Mouse nwtd
John McInerney
3 52144 Homebush Gambler 23.67 John McInerney
4 77465 Baldrick 23.02
John McInerney
5 41477 Impressive Gift 23.59
John McInerney
6 86866 Homebush Maree nwtd
John McInerney
7 33178 Homebush Jozie 23.87
John McInerney
8 84787 Sozin’s Assassin nwtd
John McInerney
EMERGENCIES:
9 58648 Pretty Keen 22.98
Sandra Keen
10 56848 Long Live Love nwtd M P Hamilton-Dyett

TAB D. 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12 T. 1-2-3, 4-5-6, 7-8-9, 10-11-12 Q. 2-3-4-5, 9-10-11-12 PL6 7-12

4 8318s Big Cod 17.37
5 32121 Mitcham Magic 17.31
6
11 Moany Maloney 17.53
7 46168 Curly Bill 17.37
8 35667 Little Lottie 17.47
EMERGENCIES:
9 6678s Precious Payton 17.49
10 88868 Homebush Liz 17.78

$35,000, 3yo Maiden SW, 1421m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

John McInerney
John McInerney

$1450, C1, 390m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Victoria races at Geelong Tuesday
EMERGENCIES:
14 s6790 Love My Space (4) 58 75
15
9s Princess Kez (5) 58 80

S & B Evans
John McInerney
S & B Evans

bodyauditsouth@gmail.com 3.44

Jetbet 9

S & B Evans
Norman Wanhalla

1.52

Jetbet 5

Daniel Roberts
John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
S & B Evans
J M McCook

Oreti Beach Run

John McInerney
John McInerney

Congratulations Barbie

Extra Southland greys at Invercargill Tuesday
Selections

John McInerney
John McInerney
John McInerney
Matt Roberts
John McInerney
J M McCook

4
5
6
7
8

Garry Cleeve
Allan Joyce

11

J M McCook
Ken Cassidy
John McInerney
Mitchell & Smith
Lisa Waretini
S & B Evans
Michael Dempsey
Malcolm Grant

Suck It Up Ltd Stakes Heat 5.59
$2505, C1, heat, 520m

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

21485
77656
23244
55387
62232
56645
78231
66462

Black Stockings 30.73
Sydneys Sox nwtd
Opawa Travis 30.24
Goldstar Smithie nwtd
Lethal Lettie 30.92
Joe Bonanza 30.39
Shermo Bale 30.57
Afridi 30.87

12 Protexin Sprint

Ashley Bradshaw
Lisa Waretini
J & D Fahey
S & B Evans
Ashley Bradshaw
John McInerney
Craig Roberts
Corey Steele

6.17

$1450, C1, 295m
1 54835 Goldstar Rebel 17.81
S & B Evans
2 87767 Sozin’s Melody nwtd
John McInerney
3 s5344 Maybe Right 17.59
J M McCook
4 28751 Goldstar Perrie 17.44
S & B Evans
5 37247 Ohoka Lacey 17.47
Lisa Waretini
6 88448 Chicago Head 17.40
John McInerney
7 68634 Jinja Cream Fizz 17.27
Allan Joyce
8 82626 Azkadellia 17.44
Rosemary Blackburn
EMERGENCIES:
9 45778 Shoelace Jack 17.65
Michael Dempsey
10 68778 Twizel Storm 17.55
Malcolm Grant

TAB doubles 3-4, 7-8 Trebles 2-3-4, 6-7-8 Quaddie 1-2-3-4, 5-6-7-8

Hey Happy (4) 60 93
M Dee
Petonimi (14) 60 97
D Thornton
Davelliom w (13) 58.5 97
B Rawiller
Fioritura t (5) 58.5 99
J Martin
Mr Canford Man (10) 58.5 95
Dean Holland
9 8s351 Lady Percy (15) 58 96
B Prebble
10 s7715 Sheezabigdeel n (8) 58 96
J McNeil
11 33724 Urban Equity (1) 57 95
C Douglas
12 73819 Divine Attraction (17) 56.5 92 M Poy (a)
13 73165 Danayi (3) 56 92
Ms G Cartwright (a)
14 23533 Ordell w (6) 56 94
J Fry
15 50s97 Voodoo Queen n (12) 56 91
Ms J Eaton (a)
EMERGENCIES:
16 05564 In Her Honour w (9) 56 92 C Rawiller (a2)
17 22560 Sandman (16) 56 87
D Bates

6

3 65424 Goldstar Liberty 17.32
4 68643 Mulberry Will 17.71
5 73684 Cosmic Marty 17.65
6 41846 Tonkawa 17.42
7 86768 Platonic Affair 17.47
8 48683 Goldstar Vale nwtd
EMERGENCIES:
9 45778 Shoelace Jack 17.65
10 68778 Twizel Storm 17.55

3s321
0314
67s92
31084
02040

Rmbl Investments

6.00

$35,000, 3yo & up Benchmark 64, 1221m
1 s2514 Havastar w (11) 62 95
C Rawiller (a2)
2 73437 The Card Players cn (6) 61 97
W Price (a2)
3 25s61 Design Rouge (3) 60 100
T Nugent (a)
4 130s Deep Force w (9) 59.5 95 F W Kersley (a)
5 164s5 Faolan w (2) 59.5 96
L Riordan (a)
6 59s41 Finally Free tw (12) 59 94 Ms J Eaton (a)
7 454s1 Kedleston tdh (7) 59 95 Jaden Lloyd (a3)
8 1230s Whitemore dwn (8) 59 97
Ms G Cartwright (a)
9 12133 Black Sea (13) 58.5 99
T Stockdale (a)
10 26s23 Channing d (4) 58.5 94
M Poy (a)
11 66622 El Magnificence w (10) 58.5 94
M Cartwright (a2)
12 128s2 Crowned Lizzie w (1) 57 100
Ms M Julius (a)

EMERGENCY:
13 39572 Unshackled dw (5) 56.5 94
Ms M Lawrence (a3)

7

Roderick Ins. Brokers

6.30

$35,000, 3yo & up Benchmark 70, 1726m
1 2s209 Civil Disobedience (5) 62 94
2 31150 Living The Dream dn (2) 62 97
W Price (a2)
3 5553s Nashville Sound dw (8) 61 93
D Bates
4 11831 Uncle Larry d (10) 60.5 96
D Yendall
5 11118 Larrikin wn (3) 60 95
C Rawiller (a2)
6 00121 Robe De Fete n (9) 60 96
B Rawiller
7 0s005 Camelle w (7) 58.5 95
R Mc Leod
8 19748 Boss Coni tw (1) 58 93
Dean Holland
9 44s31 Eugene’s Forest (4) 58 100 D Thornton
10 0109s Queen La Diva wn (6) 58 94
J Allen
11 s9535 Hunboshi dw (11) 57.5 96
B Allen

8

IGA Liquor

7.00

$35,000, 3yo & up Benchmark 64, 1521m
1
2
3
4
5

12s45
04518
31354
2s11
22153

6 40s83
7 0s067
8 6s0s8
9
21
10 0s442

Cafe Tortoni dw (3) 61 98
B Rawiller
Mr Gustavo dwn (10) 61 91
Z Spain
Toff Love (7) 60 94
D Bates
Red Rossini (5) 59 98
D Yendall
Annanicolesnitz dw (9) 58.5 100
C Rawiller (a2)
Saone (1) 57.5 96
B Allen
Kaimu cd (2) 57 93
B Prebble
Royal Treasury w (4) 57 92
J Hill
Realm Of Flowers w (8) 56.5 100
D Thornton
Make Mine Hennessy (6) 56 94
M Poy (a)

CLASSIFIEDS
NOTICE BOARD

Entertainment

ODEON 5
Phone 867 3339
QUEEN & SLIM (R13)
MON-TUE 11am,
3.30pm, 8.30pm
BLOODSHOT (M)
MON-TUE 3.40pm, 6pm,
8.20pm
I STILL BELIEVE (PG)
MON-TUE 1.10pm, 6pm
DOWNHILL (M)
MON-TUE 1.40pm
THE CURRENT WAR (M)
MON-TUE 8.20pm
THE INVISIBLE MAN
(R16) MON-TUE 8.20pm
THE CALL OF THE
WILD (PG) MON-TUE
11am, 4pm, 6.10pm
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG
(PG) MON-TUE 11.10am,
1.30pm, 3.50pm
JOJO RABBIT (M)
MON-TUE 6.10pm
2020 FRENCH
FILM FEST NZ
OF LOVE AND LIES (E)
SAT 1.15pm
EDMOND (PG)
SAT 3.30pm
A PERFECT NANNY
(TBA) MON 1.30pm
AZNAVOUR BY
CHARLES (TBC)
MON 3.40pm
THE SWALLOWS OF
KABUL (TBA)
MON 6.15pm
THE DAZZLED (TBC)
MON 8.15pm
WE’LL END UP
TOGETHER (TBC)
TUE 11am
LOVE AT SECOND
SIGHT (TBC)
TUE 1.45pm
PROXIMA (TBC)
TUE 6pm
WHO YOU THINK I AM
(M) TUE 8.15pm

$10 TUESDAY!
BOOK NOW!
LIMITED SEATS!
www.frenchfilm
festival.co.nz

Work Wanted

Situations Vacant

BUILDER. No job to
small. Ph Dave 027
4407 127.
ELECTRICIAN. All
works certified. 10%
off hourly rate. Paul,
0226 783 024.

GUIDANCE COUNSELLOR
(10 – 12 hours per week)

We are seeking a counsellor to work as part
"Let us do it for you." of our Gisborne Girls’ High School Student
Service Team. Suitable applicants will have
Ph 027 659 2915.
the traning and skills to provide a conidential
TREE removals, tree counselling service, within an educational
trimming. Greenwaste environment, for adolescent students.

Situations
Vacant
LOG TRUCK
DRIVER
Full Class 5 required.
Sunny Gisborne
region.
Phone Charlie
027 5888 839
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Readers
Bargains

HOME & LEISURE

A tertiary qualiication in counselling, or an
associated ield, is essential and a registered
teacher qualiication would be an advantage.

2 seater couches x2,
very good cond, $300
BUY now . 2m3 Pine each. Ph 027 652 0388.
$120, 4m3 $220, 6m3
$320, 8m3 $430, 12m3 3 bags women’s cloth$640, short logs unsplit ing, size 16-18, $50 the
20m3 $250. Mac’s lot. Curtains, 205 x 230
windows, brown tonWood. Ph 862 8876.
ings, $40. Boys’ High
large,
$40,
MANUKA, Old Man jersey,
Pine,
Macrocarpa. jacket, large $30, PE
www.thefirewoodguy. gear, $20. Ph 867 5155.
nz or ph Len, 021 053 TWO single beds, mat5157.
tress, base, headboard,
$100ea. 3/4 bed, base &
mattress $50. Ph 868
Fruit and
8718.

Produce

This is a Fixed Term position commencing
APPLES. Royal Gala,
Term 2 2020.
Red
&
Golden
Applications close 12pm, Tuesday 31st of
March 2020. Applications with CV should be
addressed to The Principal, Gisborne Girls’
High School, PO Box 249, Gisborne, 4040 or
emailed on info@gisbornegirlshigh.school.nz
Jan Kumar
Principal

Stand Out
Give your
advertisement
a boost with a

Delicious & Ballarat
Cookers.
Packham AT YOUR SERVICE
pears, grapes, sweetcorn, squash pumpkins,
pea hay, and much Private Escorts
more
at
Teesdale
Orchard, Back Ormond A D D Y . Asian lady,
Rd. Open 7 days. size 6, busty 34DD,
Eftpos available.
excellent service, in/out
calls. Ph 021 169 2715.
EATING grapes ready
now. 154 Tucker Rd, ROCHELLE. Natural
8.30am-5.30pm, 7 days beauty. Maori/Scottish
a week.
lady. Ph 0210 505 947.

Found
BUNCH of 4 keys on a
keyring found on Okitu
Beach. To claim them
please phone (06) 867
8925.

Public Notices

Times may vary subject
to late changes
WWW.ODEONGISBORNE.CO.NZ

NOTICE OF
MEETING
In accordance with
Section 46(2) of the
Local
Government
Official
Information
and Meetings Act 1987,
Meetings
notice is hereby given
that a meeting of the
NGATI POROU
EIT Council will be
EAST COAST
held at 5pm
on
RUGBY UNION
Monday, 30 March
ANNUAL GENERAL 2 0 2 0 in the Council
Room, EIT Hawke’s
MEETING
Bay.
April 26th, 1pm
Pavillion, Whakarua
Meetings
Park, Ruatoria
TOMAIRANGI
AGENDA
KOHANGA REO
1) Karakia and mihi
HUI-A-TAU
2) Apologies
3) Approval of previous A te Rua tekau ma ono
minutes
o Poutu te rangi
4) Chairmans Report
ki te Kohanga Reo
5) CEO/Financial report
o Tomairangi
6) Consideration of
a te haurua mai i
remits
te rima karaka
7) Election of officers
Nau mai Haramai!
8) Appointment of
Te Kaupapa Take
President
9) Appointment of
(Agenda)
Patron
Karakia/Mihimihi
10) Appointment of
Present/Apologies
Auditor
Minutes from last AGM
11) Life Membership
Chairperson’s Report
12) General business
Kaiako Report
Please
submit
any
Audit Report
remits for consideration
Budget
in writing to the CEO,
Remits
PO Box 106, Ruatoria
40403,
or
ceo@ Election of Officers
npec.co.nz no later than Date for next AGM hui
Friday April 3rd.
Whanau hui to follow
Nau mai haere mai
Karakia whakamutunga

Livestock

Matawhero Cattle
Sale
TUESDAY,
24th March 2020
11am
Approx 350 Cattle
Comprising:
60 2.5yr Strs
100 R2yr Strs
50 R1yr Strs
10 1.5yr Bulls
20 Ylg Bulls
60 R2yr Hfrs
20 Ylg Hfrs
30 Wnr m/s Cattle

Having
a g ar ag e
s ale
Saturday?
Deadline to
advertise is
2pm Thursday.

Focus On
The Land
Farming news
and local profiles.
Wednesdays and
Saturdays in your
Gisborne Herald

Upcoming Sales:
Matawhero Wnr
Str & Bull
Tuesday, 31st March
2020, 11am
Matawhero Wnr Hfr
& Older Cattle
1st April 2020, 11am
Wairoa Wnr Sale
Thursday, 2nd April,
2020, 11am
Bell Rd Auction Saturday, 21st March
2020, 10am

HIGHLIGHTER
LOST & FOUND

FARMING

Firewood

MESSY GARDEN??

removal, 0274 668 201.

16

Situations
Vacant

ADMINISTRATION VACANCY
Situations Vacant

The Findlay Group is a dynamic business
with operations in New Zealand, Australia
and the USA.
Our local Family Business requires a
fulltime, energetic person to join our
Administration team to provide customer,
administration and accounting services for
the Findlay Group based from our Grey
Street location.
We have a strong commitment to our Health
& Safety culture, and our staff all embrace
our Company Vision, Mission and Values.

AF Thompson Contracting currently have the following positions
available:

Key Accountabilities include:

Yard Keeper

• Accounts Payable and Receivable
processing
• Bakery and Distribution operations
• Management reporting
• General office functions including
reception, telephone and customer support
• Ability to work to required timelines,
prioritise workflow, and at times work
unsupervised to deliver support to our
sites.

The job will include:

We will train you, we will reward you well,
and provide a very safe working environment.
To join our fun-loving, friendly team, you
will require:
• Effective planning, communcation and
organisational skills
• Good computer skills including Word and
Excel, use of Industry specific software
will be required
• Experience in an office or general
accounting environment
• A "can-do" attitude who looks to provide
solutions in a dynamic, changing business
environment
• A Police check
If this sounds like you, complete an
application form by calling into our Office at
190 Grey Street, or download from
www.wfl.co.nz
Handwritten applications, your CV including
2 referees who will be contacted, close on 10
April 2020.
Applications will be treated in confidence.
Please address to:
Ian Parker, General Manager
PO Box 268, Gisborne 4040

•
•
•
•

Washing trucks and machinery
Running errands
Clearing rubbish
Keeping the yard clean and tidy

Applicants should have:
•
•
•
•

Restricted license (not essential but would be a bonus)
Good work ethic
Keen to learn
Drug & alcohol free (must pass pre-employment and random tests)

Too apply for this job please contact Steph Law on 027 785 3605
or email hr@afthompson.co.nz
Truck Driver (Logging Truck & Bulk Truck)
Applicants should have the following:
•
•
•
•

Hold their current class 5 truck license
Have experience driving a logging truck
Have a high regard for Health & Safety
Look after their gear & take pride in their work

Phone references & drug testing is compulsory.
To apply please phone Gus 0274 900 559 or email
gus@afthompson.co.nz
Experienced Operator
Applicants should have the following:
•
•
•
•
•

High regard for health and safety
The ability to follow policies and procedures
Take pride in their work and look after their gear
Wheels, Tracks & Rollers
Experience operating earthmoving machinery in the forestry

The right person will be well compensated with top dollar. Phone
references & drug testing is compulsory.
To apply please phone Gus 0274 900 559 or email
gus@afthompson.co.nz

LYTTON HIGH
SCHOOL
TECHNOLOGY
TEACHER –
FIXED FOR 2020
Lytton High School
seeks a teacher to join
our Technology faculty
to work mainly in the
junior curriculum areas
of design and materials
technology; however,
skills in other areas
such as digital and food
technology would also
be considered. Experience in a secondary
school setting is not
essential as you may
come from a primary or
intermediate
background, but have a
passion for technology
education. Our facilities
are modern, purpose
built and there is a
range of exciting new
resources
that
the
successful
teacher
would have available to
them.
We are willing to
consider both part-time
and fulltime hours for
this position. Suitable
for both experienced
and beginning teachers,
the teaching allocation
may be negotiable
depending on applicant’s skills. Please
state your speciality
areas.
Please
request
the
required
application
form and send your
covering letter, a copy
of your CV and the
contact details of 2
referees by email to
sue@lyttonhigh.net.
Applications close 3pm
Thursday 2nd April
2020.
Wiremu Elliott
Principal
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of Ford Dealership
at 75 Grey Street
1919-2019

2006 MAZDA PREMACY

2018 FORD ESCAPE TITANIUM

2018 FORD EVEREST TREND

2007 MAZDA CX-7

6 seater, 2.3 litre, auto, great example, SPECIAL

AWD, Diesel Turbo, 31,000kms, Great value

7 seats, 3.2 litre turbo diesel, 6 stage auto, only
28,000kms, 8.5 litres/100kms

96,000kms, 2.3 litre, auto

NOW

$7800

NOW

$33,995

NOW

$49,995

$13,995

NOW

2011 FORD TERRITORY DIESEL

2012 NISSAN NAVARA ST-X

2001 FORD FALCON XR8 UTE

2017 FORD RANGER XLT 4WD

RWD, 6-stage auto, 135,000kms, 7 seats

4WD, 2.5 litre turbo diesel, auto

5.0 litre V8, auto, canopy, this is a keeper

6 stage manual, 3.2 diesel turbo,
8.3 litres/100kms, special

NOW

$19,900

NOW

$25,900

NOW

$11,800

NOW

$39,995

2003 MAZDA BOUNTY 4WD

2017 FORD RANGER XL FLATDECK

2016 MAZDA CX-5 GSX AWD

2016 FORD RANGER XLT 4WD

Flatdeck, 5 speed manual, good truck

112,000kms, 6 stage manual

2.5 litre, SatNav, Bluetooth, 18,800kms

6 speed manual, 101,000kms

NOW

$13,700

NOW

$37,995

NOW

$32,995

$37,500

NOW

2015 FORD WILDTRAK RANGER 4WD

2013 FORD RANGER XL SUPER-CAB 4WD

2006 MAZDA 3 GSX HATCH

2015 FORD RANGER XL SUPER-CAB

Leather, sportsbar + hardlid, towpak

3.2 litre diesel turbo, 6 speed manual, 172,000kms

NZ new, only 106,000kms, 2.0 litre, auto,
service history

6 stage manual, 88,000kms

NOW

$34,995

NOW

$28,600

NOW

$9600

NOW

NOW

$25,995

$32,995

WELCOME
Alister Lockwood

NOW

Sales Consultant

$23,995
2014 TOYOTA HI ACE VAN

2014 TOYOTA HI ACE VAN

2 litre petrol, auto, 114,000kms

Dual Doors, 2.0 litre auto, 78,000kms

Alister has joined the team!
Phone now on 027 233 4922
or 867 6759 ext 845

Gisborne Motors Ltd
31397-03

75 Grey Street I GISBORNE I P 867 6759 I gisbornemotors.co.nz

Graham Mullacrane Alister Lockwood
ford.co.nz

0800 131 561

027 233 4922

Dean Quinn

Rod Husband

Dale Smith

027 867 4786

027 249 9579

022 345 4006
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’

WAS $11,985

NOW

NOWWAS

$32,985
$11,340

$11,250

NO DEP.

70.90

*$

NO DEP.

per week

.80
70
per week

*$

$

VOUCHER

2012 MAZDA PREMACY
Roomy, 2 litre, 7 seater whanau wagon,
automatic, tints, airbags

$

NOW

500
FUEL

With This
Vehicle

$8840
NO DEP.

.39
58
per week

*$

VOUCHER
MITSUBISHI OUTLANDER
Test drive today, 4WD, 2.4, 7 seater family SUV, alloys, airbags, tints, tiptronic
transmission, room for everyone, be fast
NOW

$9320

NOW

With This
Vehicle

$10,520

61

67.15

VOUCHER

NOW

With This
Vehicle

$
2013 NISSAN NOTE
New shape, fuel eﬃcient, 1200cc, 5 door, auto,
spoiler, alloys, push-button start, air con, CD/Aux

500
FUEL

VOUCHER
With This
Vehicle

ELECTRIC

$
2017 NISSAN LEAF
Late model, electric, 5 door, automatic, zero emissions, only 15,000kms, alloys, tints,
reverse camera, airbags, ABS brakes, cruise control, test drive today, amazing

$11,430

NOW

NO DEP.

.70
71
per week

500

VOUCHER
With This
Vehicle

$9850

*$

NO DEP.

.80
63
per week

*$

$

500
FUEL

HYBRID

With This
Vehicle

100%

per week

$

500

FUEL
VOUCHER

$39,930

*$

per week

2008 SUZUKI SWIFT
Sporty, 1600cc injected, automatic, rear
spoiler, alloys, tints, test drive

NOW

NO DEP.

.14

500
FUEL

$
TOYOTA BLADE
Sporty 2.4 auto, 86,000kms, tints, alloys, full
electrics, good looker

NO DEP.

*$

500
FUEL

VOUCHER
2014 TOYOTA AQUA
With This
1500cc, Hybrid, automatic, airbags, ABS brakes, remote
Vehicle
locking, fuel eﬃcient, 2.7 litres per 100kms, test drive today

NOW

$31,985

$

HYBRID

$

VOUCHER
With This
Vehicle

VOUCHER

NISSAN DUALIS
2 litre automatic, 5 door, alloys, sunroof, airbags, ABS brakes, reverse
camera, towbar, climate air conditioning, test drive today

867 8368
ENTERPRISE 06
MOTOR GROUP 323 GLADSTONE RD.
GISBORNE
WWW.ENTERPRISEGISBORNE.CO.NZ

AFTER HOURS

31396-05

2018 KIA NIRO
Hybrid, late model motoring, awesome fuel eﬃciency,
reverse cam, only 13,000kms, lots of extras, test drive

500
FUEL

500
FUEL

ENTERPRISE
Tom Crosby
Marshall Walker
General Manager Manager
OUTLET
027 871 0040
a/h 867 0650
027 228 8464
CENTRE

With This
Vehicle

Mike Rice
Sales
Consultant
027 581 9068

Bonnie Fogarty
Sales
Consultant
021 0877 6466

This offer does not apply to any other specials/sales promotions or Outlet Centre vehicles. 4 Year warranty available with purchase and does not apply to taxis, Couriers and incorporates a $100 excess per claim.
*Weekly payments based on no deposit over 72 months & include a $375 establishment fee & a $5 monthly account fee, 4 year petrol warranty value of $1595 or a Diesel 4 year Warranty value $1995.
The total amount payable can be calculated by multiplying the payment shown by 312. The interest rate for the term is fixed. All contracts subject to Finance Company Approval. This offer expires 5pm 27/03/20.
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NZ’S BEST

4 YEAR WARRANTY

4YR WARRANTY

INCLUDED IN
WEEKLY PAYMENTS

Available $ No Claim Limits $Unlimited Claims $Unlimited Kms

2007 NISSAN X-TRAIL

WAS
$11,985
NOW

2014 MITSUBISHI OUTLANDER PHEVNOWWAS $32,985
$12,750

$13,850

NO DEP.

*$

79.96

NO DEP.

per week

*$

.47
83
per week

$

500
FUEL

VOUCHER
With This
Vehicle

2013 HOLDEN CAPTIVA
Roomy, 2.2 diesel turbo with factory alloys, roof rails, 8x airbags,
cruise control, AWD, automatic, tiptronic, towbar, great value

NOW

$

500
FUEL

$32,985
$29,985

*$

166
per week

Test drive nifty little van, 1600cc, automatic, airbags, CD & AUX
dual sliding doors, perfect for tradesman or small business

$32,985
$32,985

NOWWAS

NO DEP.

.17

*$

.49
169
per week

131
per week
$

500
FUEL

VOUCHER

$

500
FUEL

VOUCHER

2011 NISSAN NAVARA

With This
Vehicle

2500cc turbo diesel, 6 speed manual, alloys, sports bar,
deckliner, tonneau cover, towbar, Bluetooth, cruise control

2012 TOYOTA LANDCRUISER PRADO

With This
Vehicle

$32,985
$29,750

NOW

NO DEP.

*$

.01
163
per week

$25,985
NO DEP.

*$

.18
146
per week

500
FUEL

With This
Vehicle

$28,985

NOW

$

NO DEP.

*$

.96

157
per week
$

Late model, 4WD, king cab, ﬂatdeck, auto, towbar,
only 55,000kms

2010 MAZDA MPV

10,850

500
FUEL

2015 NISSAN NAVARA DX

With This
Vehicle

4x4, 2500cc, turbo diesel, manual, 74,000kms, nudge bar,
air conditioning

2012 NISSAN SERENA

2012 SUZUKI SWIFT

8 seater, 2 litre,
automatic,
Hybrid
coach

Automatic, sporty,
5 door

Turbo, tints, spoiler,
6 seater,
alloys,
roomy

$

VOUCHER

VOUCHER

2015 NISSAN NAVARA XTRA CAB

$

500
FUEL

VOUCHER
With This
Vehicle

W$

NO

500
FUEL

10,600

$

500
FUEL

VOUCHER
With This
Vehicle

W$

NO

9930

2009 NISSAN TIIDA

2010 MAZDA BIANTE

5 door, 1500cc,
automatic,
good
looker

$

500
FUEL

VOUCHER
With This
Vehicle

With This
Vehicle

W$

NO

8540

2000cc, auto,
8 seater, alloys,
dual sliding
doors

$

500
FUEL

VOUCHER
With This
Vehicle

W$

NO

9760

500

FUEL
VOUCHER
With This
Vehicle

31396-06

Grunty 3.2 automatic, factory alloys, airbags, parking sensors,
tonneau cover, remote locking, towbar, running boards

W$

With This
Vehicle

VOUCHER

2015 FORD RANGER

NO

500

FUEL
VOUCHER

Big roomy, 7 seater, family wagon, 3 litre diesel, 4WD, towbar,
alloys, multi airbags, many many extras, test drive today

NOWWAS

$

With This
Vehicle

2009 NISSAN NV200 VAN

NO DEP.

.55

500

FUEL
VOUCHER

NOWWAS

NO DEP.

Great-looking late model, only 44,000kms, 5 speed, alloys,
nudge bars, 2.8 diesel turbo, towbar, tints, airbags, drive away

$

$32,985
$22,985

NOWWAS

2016 TOYOTA HILUX

61.92

per week

With This
Vehicle

2500cc, auto, Bluetooth, info tainment screen, reverse camera,
17” alloys, towbar, cruise control, sport mode, full electrics and more

$

NO DEP.

*$

VOUCHER

2015 MAZDA 6 WAGON

*$

$10,830
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World va’a sprint
champs cancelled
WAKA AMA

© The Puzzle Company

1429

JUMBO CROSSWORD Copyright

JUMBO CROSSWORD SOLUTION

ACROSS: 1 Chess, 4 Cool as a cucumber, 14 Tough, 15 Grave, 16
Strawberry, 17 Nasty, 19 Lap, 20 Mirrors, 21 Paramount, 22 Ignite, 25
Committee, 27 Prepay, 28 Banned, 33 Confidence, 35 Had, 36 Acting, 37
Bung, 39 Law, 41 Opening, 42 Grotto, 43 Chihuahua, 44 Clubs, 45 Baseball,
50 OK, 51 Cockeyed, 55 Usurp, 58 Camembert, 59 Images, 60 Torpedo, 61
Can, 63 Noon, 64 Launch, 65 Ice, 66 Oppressing, 68 Muscle, 69 Zircon, 71
Anarchism, 76 Memoir, 77 Raspberry, 79 Evening, 81 Hue, 84 Exact, 85
Eradicated, 86 Argon, 87 Taunt, 88 Get your skates on, 89 Thief.
DOWN: 2 Heroin, 3 Sever, 5 Oath, 6 Leakage, 7 Subway, 8 Cargo, 9
Cayenne, 10 Mend, 11 Ensign, 12 Guile, 13 Shipped, 14 Typical, 18 Prima
donna, 23 Stunt, 24 Tactics, 26 Offence, 27 Padlock, 29 Naughty, 30
Hoopla, 31 Chats, 32 Indigo, 34 Ears, 36 Awful, 38 Grand, 40 Junk, 45
Bacon, 46 Summons, 47 Bump, 48 Leeway, 49 Hunch, 50 Opinion, 52
Close shave, 53 Exposes, 54 Ending, 55 Utensil, 56 Valet, 57 Zero, 62
Spurn, 67 Plummet, 68 Machete, 70 Chateau, 72 Narrate, 73 Mirage, 74
Retina, 75 Income, 76 Menus, 78 Plans, 80 North, 82 Stay, 83 Veto.

GISBORNE waka ama paddlers
training for the world sprint
championships in Hawaii have lost the
event that was the focus of their efforts.
The 2020 International Va’a Federation
(IVF) World Elite and Club Sprint
Championships have been cancelled.
They were scheduled to take place at
Hilo, Hawaii, in August.
The cancellation was due to the global
effects of the Covid-19 pandemic, a
statement from the IVF said.
It was a mutual decision reached by
the IVF and the Hawaiian Canoe Racing
Association (HCRA).
The world championship regatta, held
every two years, was a highlight on the
international paddling calendar, and the
2020 event already had entries from 21
countries, the statement said.
Factors behind the decision to cancel
included:
•Theunknowntimelinesfacedin
terms of travel restrictions and the
impact on everyday life.

SUDOKU

•Theoverallhealthandsafetyofthe
global paddling community, in particular,
Pacific Island member countries less
equipped to deal with a health crisis and
facing challenges in their healthcare
systems.
•Effectsonmembercountriesalready
heavily impacted by Covid-19.
•Therisktothehostregion—the
Hawaiian Canoe Racing Association, the
people of Hilo and the State of Hawaii in
general.
“As an international federation, we
have an obligation to ensure the safety of
our membership and to act in their best
interests and in the interests of the sport
of va’a,” the statement said.
“We acknowledge and recognise
the amount of work that HCRA and
in particular their local organising
committee have done in preparation for
the August event.
“In addition, we acknowledge how
much they wanted to welcome the global
paddling community to Hilo Bay. Having
done everything possible, they are now
faced with impossible circumstances.”

THE LAST WORD IN ASTROLOGY
Tuesday, March 24, 2020

CELEBRITIES BORN ON THIS DAY:
Peyton Manning, 44; Alyson Hannigan, 46; Jim Parsons, 47; Louie Anderson,
67.

Happy Birthday:

SUDOKU is a logic puzzle made
up of 81 squares on a 9x9 grid.
To solve the puzzle, each row,
column and 3x3 grid within the
larger grid must end up containing
each number from 1 to 9, and
each number can only appear
once in a row, column or box.
A sudoku grid has a single
unique solution, which can be
reached without using guesswork.

Slow down, and enjoy what life has to offer. You don't have to be
superhuman. Impulsive actions will lead to trouble. Strategize irst and act
later. Look inward, ask yourself hard questions and formulate what you truly
want to pursue. Refuse to let anyone stand in your way, and reassure the
people you love how much you care. Your numbers are 5, 13, 20, 24, 38, 44,
46.

ARIES (March 21-April 19):
Idle time will make you anxious. Sign up for something that requires physical
exertion or is mentally challenging. If you share secrets with others, they will
be made public. Self-improvement is favored, and adjustments you make
physically or emotionally will enhance your life. 3 stars

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Keep your life simple and your thoughts to yourself, and put in the maximum
time to reach your goal. A disciplined attitude will help you bypass getting tied
up in someone's drama. Stick to your game plan. 3 stars

SOlUTiOn in nexT pUblicATiOn.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):

DOUBLE CROSSWORD

No 10,946
CRYPTIC CLUES

SOLUTIONS TO
PUZZLE 10,945
QUICK
Across: 1 Lethargic; 8 Eye; 9
Reservation; 11 Entreat; 12
Poser; 13 Raider; 15 Weapon;
17 Paper; 18 Adipose; 20
Annihilated; 22 Roc; 23
Stretcher.
Down: 2 Ewe; 3 Agree; 4
Grants; 5 Cripple; 6 Lend
support; 7 Reference; 10 Sets in
place; 11 Enrapture; 14 Errands;
16 Gather; 19 Inlet; 21 Eve.
CRYPTIC
Across: 1 Cock-a-hoop; 8 Apt;
9 Grass widows; 11 Impinge; 12
Orbit; 13 Clause; 15 Teller; 17
Spasm; 18 Dead end; 20 Close
season; 22 Nee; 23 Entrances.
Down: 2 Oar; 3 Arson; 4 Oliver;
5 Promote; 6 Past beliefs; 7
Stuttered; 10 Appearances; 11
Incessant; 14 Someone; 16
Advent; 19 Arena; 21 Ode.

Quick Crossword answers
also fit the large grid

ACROSS

DOWN

7. They employ strange
ruses (5)
8. Study the actual
words and whatever
goes with them (7)
9. Choice meat for the
champions (7)
10. A certain amount of
price deduction is
granted (5)
12. Share out is tried but
as an alternative (10)
15. No new means of
measuring time (6-4)
18. Fanciful idea that
comes to those who
have retired (5)
19. Well-known to be
helpless? (7)
21. For punishment the
writer gets the cane
somehow (7)
22. Disputes produced by
stiff adjustment (5)

1. Supported,
nevertheless, with
locks (10)
2. Looks for signs that
chicks have hatched
(5)
3. Wine that sparkles as
it rises (4)
4. One won’t say no to
this (6)
5. Idleness in battle (8)
6. End fuel blending,
that’s necessary (7)
11. It should prevent a
woman getting into
bad habits (5,5)
13. Shame! (8)
14. Shows or hides (7)
16. Watch someone
chasing animals? (6)
17. Sailor a short
distance nearer the
stern (5)
20. Of course it’s a better
device (4)

QUICK CLUES
ACROSS
7.
8.
9.
10.
12.
15.
18.
19.
21.
22.

Trunk (5)
Celebrated (7)
Antique (7)
Fling (5)
Pouring (10)
Enlarged in
discourse (10)
Drag (5)
Refuge (7)
Sideboard (7)
Blemish (5)

DOWN
1. Bond of
affection (10)
2. Artifice (5)
3. Manage (4)
4. Adviser (6)
5. Remoteness (8)
6. Desist (7)
11. Fount (10)
13. Excel (8)
14. Clothing (7)
16. Irrational (6)
17. Wander (5)
20. Otherwise (4)

Put your skills to work. Offer to help someone who has something you want
in return. A sensitive approach to situations of an emotional nature will help
you gain acceptance. Charm, along with compassion, will convince others to
see things your way. 4 stars

CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Don't take on a responsibility that will push you past your comfort zone. Avoid
interfering in other people's affairs or letting someone meddle in yours. Do
what you can to keep the peace. Focus on personal improvements, love and
happiness. 2 stars

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22):
A commitment will show someone how much you care and what you
are willing to do. Plan a trip, set up a meeting or discuss your long-term
intentions. Take afirmative action, and get involved in competitive activities
that will boost your ego. 5 stars

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Say no to someone looking for a handout. Taking on someone's misfortune
will not solve the problem, but it will cause stress. Make suggestions, and go
about your business. Don't fall for unrealistic or false advertising. 3 stars

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
Emotions will surface, causing relationship problems. Gather facts, and put
a plan in place before you get involved in a discussion that can determine
your fate. Put your energy into something that motivates you or a job that can
bring high returns. 3 stars

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Finish what you start. Share your ideas with someone who is well-connected,
and it will help you put together a package that highlights your skills. Good
fortune is heading in your direction. Make the most of what you've got. 3 stars

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):
Stick to your plan, use your skills and don't get involved with people who
talk big and do little. Feeling apologetic or being overindulgent will not help
you get things done. Property enhancement or a geographical move look
favorable. 5 stars

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Present what you have to offer. Your intent should be to separate yourself
from the competition. Stile emotional matters that might get in your way. Rely
on experience and knowledge when faced with opposition. Bigger doesn't
always mean better. 2 stars

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Find a way to contribute to something you believe in or that you want to
change. An adjustment will be necessary; do your homework, and you'll
discover what's required. Take demonstrative action, and you'll make a
difference. 4 stars

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Look at all sides of a situation, but when it comes down to making a decision,
follow your intuition. A realistic budget will ease stress and help you save
for something you want. Personal improvements, romance and change are
encouraged. 3 stars

Birthday Baby:
You are energetic, cooperative and helpful. You are unique and tolerant.
STAR RATINGS
FIVE STARS: Nothing can stop you now. Go for the gold.
FOUR STARS: You can pretty much do as you please. It’s a good time to start new projects.
THREE STARS: If you focus your efforts, you will reach your goals.
TWO STARS: You can accomplish a lot, but don’t rely on others for help.
ONE STAR: It’s best to avoid conflicts. Work behind the scenes or read a good book.
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An all-rounder with a sporting spirit
OBITUARY

Dick Carr
DICK Carr was an all-round sportsman
who played the game in the right spirit.
A talented footballer, cricketer
and golfer, he embodied the ideals of
sportsmanship, courage and enthusiasm.
Richard George Carr died at home in
Gisborne this month at the age of 92.
Born in Wellington on August 2, 1927,
Dick was raised there but tried to leave
the capital prematurely. He was 14 when
he and his elder brother Jack tried to
join the army in 1941. They were turned
down.
Dick played football for the Wellington
Waterside Club and was 20 when the
first team had its Chatham Cup run in
1947. He was at rightback when they
won the North Island final 2-1 against
North Shore in Auckland.
Coach Alf Longbottom had told the
players that if they won that game,
the line-up would be the same for the
national final.
But New Zealand international
defender Pat Harris was fit again and
was named in the team for the decider,
and Dick was left out.
Other team members were unhappy
about this, but at a players’ meeting
Dick put the matter to rest. He told
his clubmates that all he wanted was
to see the team win the cup, and that
Harris was a national representative
and it made sense to play him if he was
available.
Harris played, and Waterside beat
Christchurch Technical 2-1 to win the
Chatham Cup.
In those days, only 11 winners’
medals were presented because of the
no-substitutes rule. However, at the endof-season awards, the club presented Dick
with a special medal for his part in the
overall success.
Away from the sporting arena, Dick
met a seamstress called Audrey Walters
at a dance in Wellington. She was born in
Te Araroa and went to school at Bartletts.
Dick visited Gisborne with her and liked
the place, particularly the beaches. They
were married in Gisborne in 1951 and
Dick was happy to move to the town.
They had three children — Brian (BJ),
Lyn and Trina.
Dick had worked at a mattress factory
in Wellington, but in Gisborne he did
his time as a lineman with Poverty Bay
Electric Power Board, in time being put

SPECIAL MEDAL: Dick Carr shows the
medal presented to him by the Wellington
Waterside football club for his part in
their 1947 Chatham Cup success.
File pictures by Paul Rickard
in charge of a gang.
Later, he went meter-reading. His
son Brian said that on one trip “to the
backblocks of the backblocks” near
Ruatoria, Dick’s vehicle had three flat
tyres in a day. He had a spare wheel for
the first one, but needed to call in help
for the next two.
He ended up in charge of the meterreading department and retired in 1987.
Dick enjoyed his sport as a participant
and a spectator. Soon after he came to
Gisborne he joined the Rangers club
and was one of several well-performed
footballers with the experience to help
younger players around them.
He came out of retirement in 1971 to
help out an Edmund Campion College
team in the reserve grade and played
with a vigour that belied his years.
After he finished work, Dick derived
immense pleasure from following the
fortunes of his grandchildren, and was
an avid supporter of his grandson Stuart
Cranswick as he played football for
Gisborne Boys’ High School, City and
United.
As a cricketer, Dick was still going
strong in the early 1970s, bowling
medium pace for the Marist Senior B
side and chiming in with some hard-hit
middle-order batting efforts.
In one game against Lytton High
School, he took seven wickets for one
run. And playing for the Poverty Bay
Electric Power Board against a starstudded Hawke’s Bay side in a power
board tournament in Napier, he hit an
undefeated century.
Audrey had told Dick she would buy

BIGGEST FAN: A 2010 picture of Dick Carr with grandson Stuart Cranswick, then
with Gisborne City and now with Gisborne United. Dick was an enthusiastic supporter
of local football, and particularly of his grandson’s goalscoring exploits.
him a new bat if he scored a hundred.
Dick made 121 not out in an innings
made up mainly of fours and sixes.
In his late 40s, Dick took up golf. He
got his handicap as low as seven, and
with another cricket veteran, Allan
Nairne of Pirates, won four Te Kanawa
Cup men’s pairs matchplay titles.
Dick’s particular skill was hitting holes
in one.
In September 1994, he sank a sixiron tee shot on Gisborne Park Golf
Club’s fifth hole during the men’s club

FFA delays decision
on A-League season

championship qualifying rounds.
That gave him aces on three of Park’s
four par-three holes – five, seven and 14.
He had “only” to ace the second hole for a
complete set. He was still trying well into
his 70s.
Audrey died in 2004. Dick is survived
by his children Brian (BJ), Lyn and
Trina, eight grandchildren and six greatgrandchildren.
— Obituary by John Gillies, using material
from articles by Iain Gillies and Chris Taewa

Warriors win plaudits
for opting to play on
RUGBY LEAGUE
by Laine Clark, AAP

who will be based in Kingscliff in
northern New South Wales for the
foreseeable future. But he reckoned the
GOLD COAST — The Warriors may New Zealand outfit might yet emerge
South Wales will shut down non- emerge as the benchmark on NRL self- as NRL self-isolation trailblazers amid
FOOTBALL by Anna Harrington, AAP the completion of the A-League
isolation in the coronavirus pandemic,
the health crisis.
season.
essential services while Western
MELBOURNE — FFA was
“They might be the leaders in
“However, we remain under
Australia and South Australia will Canberra coach Ricky Stuart says.
awaiting the outcome of last
Warriors coach Stephen Kearney
regards to how to handle a situation
no illusions as to how fluid this
impose a 14-day mandatory selfnight’s national cabinet meeting
tried to put on a brave front after their
where they’ve got to hunker down in
situation is so we will remain
isolation period for visitors.
before making a decision on
gutsy 20-6 loss to the Raiders in their
hotels because who’s saying that we’re
agile and responsive to the
Newcastle are due to host
whether to postpone the A-League challenges this pandemic brings.
“home” Gold Coast clash on Saturday. not all going to be in hotels over the
Melbourne City tonight, with
season.
However, there were clear signs
next month,” he said.
“We are continuously assessing
Perth’s home clash with Western
The game’s governing body
“Some days we’ve got to go through
our position based on the latest
United scheduled to kick off later the New Zealand outfit were already
confirmed it would provide an
battling, barely 24 hours after opting
tough times and it might get to a stage
directives and advice from the
tonight.
update today on the elite men’s
government and chief medical
The league had aimed to quickly to continue playing amid the pandemic where it’s not only the Warriors, so they
competition.
after travel restrictions were placed on might be the benchmark in regards to
officer, and in consultation with
wrap up the season through
“The health and well-being of
New Zealand and Australian borders.
how to handle this.”
our national Covid-19 working
a condensed fixture list that
the players continues to remain
Kearney said his players were in
But Stuart didn’t have much time for
committee.”
involved games being rescheduled.
our top priority and we will not be
a good space after agreeing to stay
journalists who asked if he empathised
The AFL suspended its men’s
Wellington and Melbourne
afraid to make decisions to ensure competition and pulled the pin
in Australia and help keep the 2020
with the New Zealand outfit spending
Victory’s isolation periods —
this, no matter how hard they
NRL competition running despite the
so much time away from family.
on the AFL women’s finals series
imposed after they travelled to
might be,” FFA chief executive
prospect of being away from their
“It’s our job. Don’t get me wrong, I
yesterday but the A-League and
Australia in the week following
James Johnson said.
families indefinitely.
applaud the Warriors for their decision.
NRL had yet to follow suit.
their clash in New Zealand on
“We were very comfortable to
But anyone watching Saturday’s
“It’s very tough for them, but they’re
The federal government has
March 15 — have delayed their
take the initial decision to allow
clash might differ after the Warriors
getting paid good money, the club’s are
advised against “non-essential
fixtures.
the leagues to continue with
at times looked distracted, with even
getting paid very good money . . . we’re
travel” within Australia, while
The Phoenix are based in
additional measures in place
very fortunate to be able to wake up
state governments are imposing
Sydney in a bid to complete their senior players like Adam Blair making
and have worked through a
uncharacteristic errors.
every morning and do something we
their own restrictions.
matches after their self-isolation
number of scenarios to facilitate
Stuart said he felt for the Warriors
absolutely love.”
From Tuesday, Victoria and New ends.
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A snapshot of the NRL’s second round
RUGBY LEAGUE by Scott Bailey, AAP
SYDNEY — What happened in
Round 2 of the National Rugby
League —
QUOTE OF THE ROUND: “They are
leaving their families behind to keep this
great game of ours running so we have
nothing but respect for those boys. I am
sure the whole country appreciates what
they are doing.” Canberra captain Jarrod
Croker after the Raiders paid a special
tribute to the Warriors for staying and
playing in Australia.

STAT THAT MATTERS: The Sydney
Roosters are the first defending premiers
to lose their opening two games in 11
years, while last year’s runners-up
Canberra have won their first two for
just the second time since 2006.
MAGIC MOMENT: Daly CherryEvans made it a happy 21st field goal as
he booted Manly to a 9-8 victory over the
Roosters at Leichhardt Oval. He has the
most one-pointers of any current player.
TALKING POINT: Can the NRL
continue on into Round 3? While the

league managed to get through Round 2
without crowds, government crackdowns
are making the task harder and harder.
MAN OF THE ROUND: Kotoni
Staggs. The Brisbane juggernaut’s
hat-trick of tries proved the difference
in a 22-18 win against South Sydney,
impressing in the centres before helping
to fill in at halfback after Brodie Croft’s
early departure with a shoulder injury.
CASUALTY WARD: Broncos — Brodie
Croft (shoulder), Corey Oates (ribs);
Warriors — Lachlan Burr (concussion);

Sharks —Wade Graham (foot), Briton
Nikora (knee); Knights — Mitchell
Barnett (shoulder); Tigers — Thomas
Mikaele (knee); Titans — Kevin Proctor
(hamstring), Dale Copley (ribs).
JUDICIARY WATCH: Raiders — Sia
Soilola (high tackle); Tigers — Luciano
Leilua (dangerous contact).
UNDER PRESSURE: With the heat
on Paul McGregor before the start of
the season, he needs a win at St George
Illawarra. They’ve lost their opening two
games for the second straight year.

SPORTS BRIEFS
Kart club meeting cancelled

WINNING
NUMBERS
DRAW No.

1944
BONUS
NUMBER

WINNING NUMBERS

09 16 18 19 20 28
Total Lotto
prizes

$3,044,679
No. OF
WINNERS

PRIZE MONEY

DIVISION
ONE
6 winning Nos
TWO
5 winning Nos

$1,000,000
$18,058
THREE
$545
FOUR
$49
FIVE
$27
SIX
$18
SEVEN
Bonus Ticket

plus the Bonus No.

5 winning Nos

4 winning Nos
plus the Bonus No.

4 winning Nos
3 winning Nos
plus the Bonus No

3 winning Nos

WINNING NUMBERS
Total Strike
prizes

TOTAL
Three out of Four

Two out of Four
One out of Four

0
13
427
1100
17,042
24,647
221,261

09 18 16 20

$1,630,263
No. OF
WINNERS

PRIZE MONEY
Four out of Four

07

$1,000,000
1
$655
111
$64
6290
Bonus Ticket 154,998
WINNING NUMBER

05
Total Powerball
prizes

$5,333,067

PRIZE MONEY

No. OF
WINNERS

DIVISION ONE

ROLLOVER
0
$32,302
1
THREE
$1016
32
FOUR
$92
81
FIVE
$50
1271
SIX
$33
1741
SEVEN
Bonus Ticket + $15.00 16,328

Lotto Division 1 +
winning Powerball No.

TWO

Lotto Division 2 +
winning Powerball No.
Lotto Division 3 +
winning Powerball No.
Lotto Division 4 +
winning Powerball No.

Lotto Division 5 +
winning Powerball No.

31851-01

Lotto Division 6 +
winning Powerball No.

The Gisborne Herald does not make any assurances as to the accuracy
of this information. Please check your tickets at a Lotto shop.

EASTLAND Kart Club cancelled the meeting
scheduled to be held at the club’s Aerodrome
Road track yesterday.
A decision will be made in the coming week
regarding the rest of the season.

Rugby league results
NRL Round 2: NORTH QUEENSLAND 24
(S Drinkwater, B Hampton, C Hess, J Taumalolo
tries; V Holmes 4 goals) bt CANTERBURY 16 (C
Crichton, L Lewis, R To’omaga tries; B Wakeham 2
goals) at ANZ Stadium. Referee: Chris Butler, Adam
Gee.
PENRITH 32 (N Cleary, S Crichton, V Kikau,
A Koroisau, B Naden tries; N Cleary 6 goals) bt ST
GEORGE ILLAWARRA 28 (M Dufty 2, Z Lomax,
C Norman, B Wiliame tries; Z Lomax 4 goals) at
Netstrata Jubilee Stadium. Referee: Matt Cecchin,
Jon Stone.
BRISBANE 22 (K Staggs 3, A Milford tries;
J Isaako 3 goals) bt SOUTH SYDNEY 18 (C
Graham, A Johnston, C Walker tries; A Reynolds 3
goals) at Suncorp Stadium. Referee: Grant Atkins,
THREE ON ONE: Phillip Sami of the Gold Coast Titans is tackled during the Round
Peter Gough.
2 NRL match against the Parramatta Eels at CBus Super Stadium on the Gold Coast
CANBERRA 20 (C Scott, B Simonsson, I
yesterday.
AAP picture/Dave Hunt Soliola, E Whitehead tries; J Croker 2 goals) bt NZ
WARRIORS 6 (K Nikorima try; C Harris-Tavita
goal) at Cbus Super Stadium. Referee: Chris Sutton,
David Munro.
MANLY 9 (T Trbojevic try; R Garrick 2 goals, D
Cherry-Evans field goal) bt SYDNEY ROOSTERS
8 (D Tupou try; K Flanagan 2 goals) at Leichhardt
Oval. Referee: Ben Cummins, Belinda Sharpe.
MELBOURNE 12 (T Kamikamica try; C Smith
4 goals) bt CRONULLA 10 (B Magoulias try;
S Johnson 3 goals) at Netstrata Jubilee Stadium.
but the union did not believe it was one of Referee: Phil Henderson, Ashley Klein.
RUGBY LEAGUE by Scott Bailey
NEWCASTLE 42 (penalty try, E Tuala 2, M
the points up for review over the weekend
and Pamela Whaley, AAP
Barnett, E Lee, K Mann, M Pearce, K Ponga, C
in setting up the guidelines.
Watson tries; K Ponga 5 goals) bt WESTS TIGERS
SYDNEY — Proposed breach notices
It might still be met with some
for individuals who disobey self-isolation
resistance from the RLPA, which is keen 24 (L Leilua, D Nofoaluma, J Reynolds, C Thompson
rules will be high on the agenda today
to balance the protection of their players tries; B Marshall 4 goals) at Leichhardt Oval. Referee:
Gavin Badger, Gerard Sutton.
when the National Rugby League and
and the game itself.
PARRAMATTA 46 (D Brown 2, K Evans, R
players’ union talk again.
Players at the weekend were still
Mahoney, M Moses, M Sivo, P Terepo tries; M Moses
The coronavirus pandemic again
unsure what they could or couldn’t do,
9 goals) bt GOLD COAST 6 (D Copley try; A
overshadowed the league yesterday, with
and were told to take a common-sense
serious question marks over whether the approach to the proposed isolation policy. Taylor goal) at Cbus Super Stadium. Referee: Henry
Perenara, Ziggy Przeklasa-Adamski.
NRL will be able to play on.
But both sides have regularly claimed
The NRL and Rugby League Players’
in the past week that the game had never
Ban affects Olympic athletes
Association (RLPA) are working on
been more unified on an issue over the
SYDNEY — Australia’s indefinite worldwide
finalising a self-isolation policy if the
need to keep the sport going and families
travel ban applies to Olympic athletes, Prime
game does go on, with measures being
healthy.
Minister Scott Morrison says.
reviewed this weekend by players.
“Self-isolation is more looking after
There’s been growing unease and some public
However, it’s understood the union did
yourself a bit better,” Wests Tigers
calls to postpone the Tokyo Olympics planned
not expect the potential of breach notices veteran Benji Marshall said.
for July-August as the coronavirus pandemic
to form part of the rules, under which
“Although it might seem like, as
intensifies worldwide.
players might be penalised for not staying players, the virus doesn’t affect us as
home outside of training and games.
much, it worries me more if you pass that If the Games do go ahead, Australian athletes
could be prevented from taking part by the
ARL Commission chairman Peter
on to someone else.
V’landys yesterday promised any player
“We’ve been given a lot of guidelines to Australian government’s indefinite international
travel ban.
who put the game at risk could find
follow and we’ll do our best to try to do
When asked if Team Australia should go to the
themselves in hot water.
that.”
Olympics, the prime minister said the decision
“It’s a major decision for them to act
Meanwhile, on the field, the NRL was
was up to the Australian Olympic Committee
recklessly,” V’landys told Triple M.
already in foreign territory.
“We’ll be introducing penalties — no
The Sydney Roosters are winless after (AOC).
“But the simple answer is that we have a
doubt about that. That’s the second part
two rounds, after losing 9-8 to Manly and
of the process.
suffering the worst start to a season in 11 complete travel ban to the rest of the world, so
the Smartraveller advice and the advice from the
“Let’s get the protocols in first and the
years by a defending premier.
buy-in from the players. The second part
Parramatta are first after flogging the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade I think
is pretty clear there,” he told the Seven Network
of that is to consult the clubs and players Gold Coast yesterday 46-6, with fellow
yesterday.
on how we penalise anyone who acts
perennial battlers Newcastle second on
“The health of all Australians is the most
recklessly.
for-and-against after their 42-24 victory
important thing.” — AAP
“We won’t penalise someone who has
over the Tigers.
just made an innocent error.
Canberra are also unbeaten through
Players asked to take pay cut
“But someone in a nightclub at 3am
the opening two rounds for just the
who has put all his teammates, his family second time since 2006, alongside
EDINBURGH — Players with Scottish Premier
and the game at risk, that could range for Melbourne, Brisbane and Penrith.
League football club Hearts have been asked to
a lot of things. It won’t be soft.”
The Storm’s clash with the Panthers
take a 50 percent pay cut to help the club survive
The notion of breach notices apparently is shaping as a highlight of Round 3,
during the coronavirus pandemic.
was raised early last week in meetings,
regardless of when it is played.
Hearts sit at the foot of the division. — PA

League and players’
union to talk penalties
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AFL calls time, other codes face
shutdown as federal moves bite
by Ed Jackson, AAP

practical case-by-case basis,” he said.
Both the NRL and A-League were holding off on
BRISBANE — The AFL has been suspended,
making a decision until they received advice after
the AFL women’s season is over with no premiers
last night’s national cabinet meeting.
and the ability of Australia’s other professional
“This changes hourly and decisions we make
football codes to play on through the coronavirus
today could change tomorrow,” ARL Commission
pandemic appears increasingly untenable.
chairman Peter V’landys told Triple M.
A dramatic Sunday began with the federal
“Tonight is a vital meeting for us moving forward.”
government recommending a ban on “nonThe league has chartered a plane to take teams
essential” domestic travel before several states
around the country, lessening the chance of players
announced they would implement shutdown
and staff being exposed to the virus while travelling.
procedures over the next 48 hours.
The A-League had no fixtures yesterday but
In response, AFL chief executive Gillon
scheduled two matches to be played today with
McLachlan said the 2020 season would be put on
Newcastle hosting Melbourne City and Western
hold until at least May 31.
United taking on Perth.
“We will review the situation by the end of April
FFA chief executive James Johnson said a
to determine whether a further suspension period
decision on the competition’s immediate future
would be required,” McLachlan said.
would be made today after the national cabinet
The decision by state governments to close their
meeting.
borders, travel bans and other measures meant
“We were very comfortable to take the initial
it was time for the AFL to immediately stop the
decision to allow the leagues to continue with
women’s and men’s competitions, he said.
additional measures in place and have worked
The remainder of the AFL women’s season has
through a number of scenarios to facilitate the
been abandoned, with no premiers to be named for SEATS EMPTY: A general view of play during the Round 1 AFL match between the
completion of the A-League season,” Johnson said.
West Coast Eagles and the Melbourne Demons at Optus Stadium in Perth yesterday.
the 2020 campaign.
“However, we remain under no illusions as to
AAP picture/Gary Day how fluid this situation is so we will remain agile
McLachlan said the code was facing its greatest
financial challenge.
and responsive to the challenges this pandemic
“To say this is the most serious threat to our
Australia announced various shutdown measures
avoid travel interstate or long-distance — unless
brings.”
game in 100 years is an understatement,” he said. to be enforced within the next couple of days.
for work, essential services or on compassionate
Perth have agreed to give up a home game and
“It is unprecedented in its impact.”
Prime Minister Scott Morrison had earlier
grounds.
face Western Sydney, Adelaide and Wellington in
The decision came hours after Victoria, New
indicated professional sport was unlikely to be
“I am not going to pre-empt those outcomes but the space of eight or nine days to complete their
South Wales, Western Australia and South
affected by his recommendation that people should I am sure we can work those issues through on a
fixtures.
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Start your journey to success
Fit study around your work, home and whanau - achieve a qualiication in only a few months.
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GISBORNE CITY
WEDNESDAY

morning min 7
Fine. SW dying out, max 20

morning showers.
NW changing SE
early morning.

N developing in
the evening.

THURSDAY
Fine with
northwesterlies.

morning min 9
max 23

GISBORNE REGION

Best at

GISBORNE
15 – :10
10:AM
4 PM
PROTECTION REQUIRED
Even on cloudy days

FRIDAY
Mainly fine. Isolated
showers developing about
the ranges in the afternoon.
Southwesterlies dying out,
northerlies developing late.

Fine apart from isolated
showers about the ranges.
Northwesterlies.

Brief showers, then
fine. Early change to
southwesterlies.

Maori fishing guide by Bill Hohepa

Rise 7:34 am
Set 7:54 pm

An unsettled southwesterly
flow becomes established
over the country Tuesday,
easing Wednesday. On
Thursday an active front
moves across southern
and central New Zealand,
followed by a strong
southwest change.

Data provided by NIWA
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Waipiro Bay

H
L
H
L
H
L
H
L
H
L

cold

Good

occluded

18

Hicks Bay

Rise 7:15 am
Set 7:13 pm

Gisborne

2

H 7:39am 7:57pm
L 1:33am 1:59pm
H 7:32am 7:50pm
L 1:06am 1:32pm
H 7:20am 7:38pm
L 12:54am 1:20pm
H 7:03am 7:23pm
L 12:49am 1:15pm
H 6:41am 7:02pm
L 12:29am 12:54pm

SUN-MOON-MAORI FISHING GUIDE

warm

Cloudy periods and isolated
showers. Northwesterlies
changing southwest early
morning.

9 noon 3

11

20

TOMORROW

6

22

2

17

Wednesday

Mar 24

33

Hicks Bay

Te Puke

Tuesday

showers
fine
showers
showers
showers
fine
showers
showers
showers
fine
fine
showers

19
18
20
17
15
20
17
17
16
17
14
13

TODAY IN HISTORY
1944 – Very heavy rain fell between
Napier and East Cape, the heaviest
falls being north of Gisborne.
Flooding was particularly serious
because reconstruction after flood
damage on the 6th of March was
incomplete.

For the latest weather info including Weather Warnings visit

metservice.com

Best at

Good

1:26 am
1:47 pm
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NZ TOMORROW
Auckland
Hamilton
Tauranga
Rotorua
Taupo
Napier
New Plymouth
Palmerston North
Wellington
Christchurch
Queenstown
Dunedin

12:45 am
1:06 pm

GISBORNE READINGS

WORLD TOMORROW

Taken at the Airport, for the 24 hours
to 9am, Monday 23 Mar 2020
SUNSHINE hours
4.8
On Sunday, 22 Mar
To date for March
132.7
Average for March
179.0
To date this year
682.8
To date last year
730.1
WIND km/h
Max gust on Sun 22 Mar
NW 54
RAINFALL mm
0.0
24 hours to 9am, Mon 23 Mar
38.8
To date for March
102.0
Average for March
100.4
To date this year
To date last year
178.6
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION mm
2.7
Daily average for past week
TEMPERATURE °C
25.2
Maximum
Minimum
18.6
Grass minimum
14.2
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE
At 9am 23 Mar (hPa)
1009.2
29.80
At 9am 23 Mar (inches)

Adelaide
Amsterdam
Bangkok
Beijing
Berlin
Brisbane
Buenos Aires
Cairo
Canberra
Cape Town
Delhi
Frankfurt
Geneva
Hong Kong
London
Los Angeles
Melbourne
Moscow
New York
Paris
Perth
Singapore
Stockholm
Suva
Sydney
Tokyo
Toronto

fine
fine
showers
cloudy
fine
showers
fine
fine
cloudy
fine
thunder
fine
fine
cloudy
fine
rain
fine
fine
fine
fine
fine
thunder
fine
thunder
showers
fine
fine

14
-2
27
6
-4
21
20
15
9
15
18
-3
-2
20
1
12
10
-5
4
1
20
25
-1
24
17
5
-1

23
9
34
18
8
26
31
27
22
25
32
9
6
23
14
16
18
5
12
12
34
34
8
29
24
13
9

OBITUARY

SPORT

Monday, March 23, 2020

RUGBY LEAGUE

INSIDE
Waka ama .......... 20
Obituary, football. 21
Rugby league..... 22
Virus effects ....... 23

Dick Carr an all-rounder with the
PAGE 21
spirit of sportsmanship

DRAMA on

NRL competition goes on, but
PAGE 23
questions remain

CHAMPIONS: The Scorpions team and supporters, back (from left), Maureen
Peachey, Jana Hihi, Karlia Waikawa, Lordana Puketapu, Jade Baty, Hinemoa Sidney,
Harmony Terekia and Andre Hihi; front, Yuko Beattie with Missy, Cheyenne Peachey,
Khobe and Kwynn Blyth, Jesse Collier and Chiarn Waikawa.
Picture by Paul Rickard

the diamond
SOFTBALL by Grant Miller
A DRAMATIC finish to the
Tairawhiti senior softball women’s
final was followed by drama and
tension in the men’s final.
Scorpions snatched victory in
the bottom of the seventh inning,
beating the Rovers women 9-8 at
Waikirikiri Park on Saturday.
In the men’s final, TWK Rams
held off a Spartans side who were
threatening a come-from-behind win
— the Rams took it 7-6.
After much of the New Zealand
and international sporting calendar
was postponed or cancelled because
of the coronavirus pandemic, the
softball finals went ahead in front of
small crowds.
Tairawhiti Softball president
Walton Walker said that although
risks of spreading Covid-19 could
not be ruled out, the players were
local and Tairawhiti had not yet had
a confirmed case.
They took precautions, such as
holding the finals at different times
to limit crowd numbers.
Scorer Leesa Kingi said Scorpions
were two runs down when Yuko
Beattie stepped up to the plate in
the seventh inning.

She had runners on the second
and third bases and her hit got
them home, as well as herself, for
the winning run.
“It was so close all the way,” Kingi
said.
An error by Scorpions gave Rovers
the advantage and it looked like
Rovers would hold on, but they
couldn’t quite do so.
Hinemoa Sidney went well at
first base and Jana Hihi did well as
pitcher, Kingi said.
Te Ratahi Campbell pitched well
for Rovers, she said.
TWK Rams were up 7-1 in the
men’s final and looked to be cruising
to victory.
But Spartans came right back into
it, closing the gap to 7-6 and with
time left to finish the job.
“The Rams had to hold off for two
full innings,” Kingi said.
The final stages had plenty of
tension.
“That game nearly gave me a
heart attack,” said Kingi, who has
family links with the Rams.
Xavier Kingi and Corey Boocock
hit home runs and Rongo Rapaea
brought runners home for the Rams.
Kingi said Shaquaid Hihi pitched
well for Spartans.

MEN’S COMPETITION WINNERS: TWK Rams, back (from left), Shane Kingi, Rongo
Rapaea, JC Collier, Sam Kingi and Corey Boocock; middle, Temarangai LamontMilner, Cayleb Kingi, Tom Kingi, Xavier Kingi and Jimmy Ratahi; front, Te Waharangi
Kingi, Ngahina Hinaki and Marinus Skaarup.
Picture by Paul Rickard

